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PRESIDENT, VI NTAGE A IRCRA FT ASSOC IATON

New pilots and today's youth
here has been a great deal
of concern expressed lately
among a fair number of avia
tion publications about the
dwindling number of new pilots
joining the ranks of aviation in this
country. If you missed it, please
take a moment and go back to last
month's issue of EAA Sport Aviation
and read EAA President Tom Po
berezny's Position Report column,
"Building a Future." Tom clearly
spells out why EAA is taking action
to reverse this trend, and I encour
age you to participate in this mis
sion with the same enthusiasm and
zeal so many of you have exhibited
during your volunteer efforts in
EAA's Young Eagles program.
This issue is particularly perplex
ing to me when you consider what
is currently going on in the aviation
industry. With the introduction and
advancement of the Jigh t-sport air
craft regulations and aircraft pro
duction and development support
ing these exciting advancements,
you'd expect that new pilot starts
would be trending upward. What
magical piece of this puzzle are we
missing? With so much success in
this new market going so right, why
do we seem to be lagging in new
student pilots joining our ranks?
I personally think that we are
still a bit behind the curve with
this issue because we are not doing
enough to attract young people into
aviation. "What? How can that be?"
you ask. After all, EAA is the organi
zation that brought the Young Ea
gles program to the aviation world .
Even though I co u ld easily write

T

2,500 positive words here about the
Young Eagles program, including a
few hundred in support of continu
ing and further enhancing this great
program, we still haven't found that
silver bullet that will resolve this

I merely
suggested that
we might want to
think about creating
such a thing as
a low-priced
"youth membership"
for our local
VAA chapter.
I was surprised and
pleased with the
chapter's reaction.
important and potentially critical
issue facing the good health of gen
eral aviation today.
If you missed it, EAA just recently
took a giant step forward in involv
ing youth when we developed a new
EAA membership opportunity for
anyone under the age of 17. The cost
is only $10! This is the best thing
we could possibly do right now as
an association! This is a great idea,

not to mention a great value for our
youth. This new youth membership
gives the local EAA chapters and in
dividual members another impor
tant tool to recruit young people.
Interestingly, when I brought up
this issue with the membership of
my local Vintage Aircraft Associa
tion chapter at our October meet
ing , I merely suggested that we
might want to think about creating
such a thing as a low-priced "youth
membership" for our local VAA
chapter. I was surprised and pleased
with the chapter's reaction. There
was an immediate motion to adopt
the idea of a youth membership for
a fee of $S per year. This motion
was quickly seconded, and the vote
was unanimous.
I think this concept has the po
tential to become quite contagious.
To think that young people can fully
engage themselves in such a promi
nent aviation association, and as a
premium become involved at the
local airport, for a minimal fee of
$1 S per year is outrageously exci t
ing to me. What better opportuni
ties can we develop for our youth
to attract them to engage in avia
tion at the national as well as the lo
cal level? Before the meeting broke
up I collected the first $10 from a
member who wanted to sign up his
two nephews and get them involved
with our local chapter. (They had
already received their EAA Student
Membership packets when they at
tended the EAA Air Academy this
past summer.) This concept goes di
rectly to the core of my continuous
continued on page 38
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FRONT COVER Robert Baker's Aeronca Champ is the very same one in which he had his first
airplane ride at age 10. Baker bought it years later, and has owned and flown it since 1979.
Starting in 1991, 14 years would be spent on restoring the plane in what became a true family
project. Read more about it in Sparky Barnes Sargent's story beginning on page 5.
BACK COVER: After retrieving his bag from the mailplane, Santa does his best to sell a pair
of little girls on the idea of accepting a train car in this posed photo for National Air Transport.
Taken at the Cleveland airport during the late 1920s, Santa is standing next to one of NAT's
Douglas M-2 mail planes. This photo documenting early NAT history is one of a number of pho
tographs that are a part of the Grospitch collection in the EAA Archives . Ralph Grospitch was a
long-time aircraft dispatcher for NAT and its successor, United Airlines.
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VAA and EAA Respond to
FAA's Draft Policy Related to
Type Certificate Data Release
In August, the FAA asked for comments
on a draft policy for managing revoked,
suspended, surrendered, and abandoned
type certificates (TCs) and supplemental
type certificates (STCs). This proposed
policy is a direct result of EAA and VAA
working with the FAA. For many years,
EAA has advocated the release of data the
FAA may have that could assist owners in
maintaining their aircraft.
As a result of EAA and FAA's ongoing
discussions, the FAA asked the DOT to
submit a bill to Congress setting forth
criteria that would allow the FAA to re
lease aircraft data. EAA has been working
with Congress on this bill, and we have
been successful with the help of the avi
ation subcommittees of both the House
and Senate to ensure that this provision
of the FAA Reauthorization Bill was in
troduced and included in the final bill
that will be sent to the president.
Concurrent with the work done in
Congress, the FAA needed to create a
draft policy regarding the handling of
the data. In its final version, not yet com
pleted by the FAA, the policy sets forth a
method for aircraft owners to obtain the
drawings and other information from
the FAA, information needed to main
tain an older aircraft or for an aircraft
no longer supported by the manufac
turer. This information also allows own
ers to make a new owner-produced part
to keep their aircraft flying safely.
The letters we submitted and posted
on the VAA web page were submitted
to the FAA in late August and October,
and they detail significant issues we
felt needed to be clarified or changed.
They also support many of the letters
(both via e-mail and regular mail) sent
by those in the vintage aircraft commu
nity who made comments related to the
draft. Our apologies to those type clubs
who did not see a notice of this draft
policy; a miscommunication led us to
believe the notice had been communi
cated by the FAA to the type clubs. Ap
parently that was not the case, and in
2
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FAA Takes Type Club and EAANAA Recommendations
Issues AMOC For
Taylorcraft Wing Struts
The FAA embraced some of the recommendations of EAA, the Vintage Ai rcraft
Association, and type clubs (including the Taylorcraft Foundation), and comments
from EAA/VAA members, last week by approving the use of radiograph (X-ray) to
inspect for internal corrosion on T-Graft A, B, and F series steel wing lift struts. The
Airplane Certification Office (ADW-150) issued the Alternative Method of Compl i
ance (AMOC) for Airworthiness Directive 2007-16-14 on November 8.
Originally, the FAA specified that owners use the eddy current or ultrasonic non
destructive testing methods to comply with the AD. As a result, many affected owner
operators pro 
vided feedback
to the FAA and
bot h EAA a nd
VAA r egard i ng
the corrosion is
sue . VAA Execu 
tive Director H.G.
Frautschy and
EAA' s industry &
regulatory affairs
staff gathered the
publ ic feedback,
Bill Berte from California shared this clean X-ray of his
contacted the FAA
Taylorcraft struts. The forward strut is a newer Univair
engineer responsi
strut, while the aft unit is an original Taylorcraft part on
ble for the AD, and
his 1940 BC-6S.
conducted i nde
pendent research before crafting comments that were submitted in early October.
Some of the comments submitted by EAA/VAA were incorporated in the AMOC .
The AMOC provides for the following:
-Allows the use of radiograph as a method of compliance for paragraphs
(e )(2 ) and (e)(3 ) of AD 2007-16-14 using Taylorcraft Aviation, LLC Service
Bulletin 2007-001, Revision B, dated October 15,2007.
-Allows you to extend the initial inspection t ime in paragraph (e)(2)( B) from
24 months to 48 months if new vented struts are installed .
-Allow you to extend the repetitive inspection time in (e)(3)(A) from 24
months to 48 months for those that did the initial inspection using radio
graph or ultrasonic. If the init ial inspection was done using eddy current,
then the 24-month interval must be adhered to.
-Allows for Univair Part Number UA-A815 and UA-A854 sealed struts as
terminating action for the inspection requirements of AD 2007-16-14 for
Taylorcraft Models BC-12-D/ D1 and BCS12-D/ D1 airplanes.
-Th is alternative method of compl iance applies to all airplanes affected by
AD 2007-16-14.
- Before using this approved AMOC on any airplane to which the AMOC applies,
notify your appropriate Principal Inspector (PI) in the FAA Right Standards
District Office (FSDO) or if you 're lacking a PI , your local FSDO.
For further questions or comments, please contact Andrew McAnaul at 210
308-3365 , (fax) 210-308-3370 , or e-mail andrew.mcanau/@faa.gov.

the future, we'll err on the side of sur
plus information in this regard.
Since this is a draft policy, the FAA is
not bound to enact it by a certain date,
so it can review and incorporate com
ments in whatever time frame it needs.
We have asked the FAA to supply us
with a timeline for comment review.
We expect to hear back from the FAA by
the end of the year, and we'll keep you
posted here in the pages of Vintage Air
plane and on the VAA website at www.

VintageAircraft·org.
The policy cannot be formalized im
mediately, since it can't be put in place
until Congress approves HR 2881 and
reconciles it with Senate S. 1300 (and
the president signs the resulting compro
mise bill into law). These two bills com
pose the rewritten FAA Reauthorization
Bill. Here are a couple of web links to the
House and Senate versions of the bills.
HR 2881: look at section 303 - www.
EAA.orgjgovt/house_2881.pdf
S1300: look at section 504 - www.
EAA.orgjgovtlsenate_1300.pdf
Both bills contain similar provisions
that allow for the release of data to the
public. The inclusion of the provisions,
which EAA strongly advocated in Wash
ington, represents a great step forward
and is a cause for celebration. EAA/VAA
members and the vintage aircraft com
munity have been pushing the FAA to
create a mechanism to allow for the re
lease of TC data for aging aircraft. Com
pletion of a part of that goal is within
sight, and we expect to work with the
FAA to ensure that a policy is put in place
that we can all live with. We look forward
to working with the FAA to ensure the fi
nal version of the policy does not restrict
those aircraft currently restored or those
that could be restored in the future.

Sole Manufacturer of TC'd
Carburetors Ceases Production
Precision Airmotive, LLC, the nation's
only manufacturer of Marvel Schebler
float carburetors used in many type cer
tificated aircraft engines manufactured
by Lycoming, Continental, and Franklin,
discontinued sales of those components
on November I, 2007, because it is un
able to obtain product liability insurance.
"We're working to try and resolve
this, to try and arrange it so that parts

can come through the engine manufac
turers or something along those lines,"
said Roger Hall, general manager of Pre
cision Airmotive. "There's no resolution
at this point, and that's what we're work
ing for."
Precision has manufactured the FAA
approved carburetors since 1990. They
were originally designed as early as the
1930s and continue to fly over a million
flight hours a year, Precision notes in its
press release.
"Nonetheless, Precision has seen its li
ability insurance premiums rise dramati
cally, to the point that the premium now
exceeds the total sales dollars for this en
tire product line," said the release.
Precision contends that the product is
safe, as does the FAA, but "litigation costs
for defending the carburetor in court are
unsustainable for a small business such
as Predsion."
The company is working with the engine
manufacturers and others to try and mini
mize the impact on general aviation and
to provide future support for the product.
There is a substantial quantity of parts and
carburetors in the pipeline, which should
support the industry for a short time.

EAA Targets Proposed Michigan
Ethanol Legislation
EAA is keeping tabs on proposed leg
islation in Michigan that would man
date ethanol additives in all gasoline
sold in the state, thereby affecting many
aircraft owners and others. (Ethanol
additives can also be harmful to the
engines of powerboats, vintage cars, rec
reational vehicles, lawn mowers, chain
saws, motorcycles, two-cycle garden
tools, and other machines.)
"EAA is not opposed to ethanol
blended autofuel per se," said Randy
Hansen, director of government affairs.
"But we oppose the blanket mandate
that literally cuts people off from their
fuel source."
Nearly 2,000 FAA-authorized auto
fuel supplemental type certificates
(STC) have been issued in the state by
EAA and Peterson Aviation. Within
the autofuel STC instructions as well as
official FAA communications, the use
of ethanol-blended autofuel is strictly
prohibited. All future special light-sport
aircraft are designed to stringent ASTM/

FAA standards to operate on unleaded
gasoline-many powered by Rotax en
gines that will not operate well on etha
nol-blended gasoline.
(See the FAA's Special Airworthi
ness Information Bulletin at www.

AviationFuel.org/saibs/l0_27_06%20
-%20CE-07-06.pdf.)
Thanks in part to the state's EAA
members, the two bills have yet to
make it out of committee. House Bill
4198 would require all gasoline sold in
the state to contain 10 percent ethanol
beginning January 31,2008. Senate Bill
0033 would require 2 percent ethanol
in all gasoline sold to consumers begin
ning December 31,2007.
In an EAA e-Alert sent in October,
EAA asked its Michigan members to urge
their elected representatives to oppose a
statewide ethanol mandate and instead
support exempting premium grade
autofuel from ethanol-blending require
ments. Such a measure would ensure
that ethanol-free fuel would be widely
available to those who require it.

Corrections and Additions
Firecracker Pilots
We'd like to point out that the pilot of the
Schoenfeldt Firecracker in the photo on the
back cover of the October issue was retired
U.S. Air Force Maj. Gen. Pat Halloran. Pat re
minded us that Skip Holm flew the airplane
from Colorado Springs, Colorado, where the
Firecracker was built, to Oshkosh, and then
once the airplane was here, Pat flew it for
our cameras.

Temp Gauges
Eric Presten called to fill us in on an addi
tion to our article concerning instruments. In
the article published in the October issue, we
mentioned that many mechanical oil tempera
ture gauges used ether as the phase change
chemical to move the needle. The instrument
restorers at Keystone Instruments confirmed
to Eric that depending upon the temperature
range for the temperature gauge, the phase
change liquid/gas can be either ether or Freon
(R-12) and in some cases the newer refriger
ant, R-134. In all of those cases, only a repair
shop with the proper facilities can disassem
ble and repair the gauges, and under no nor
mal maintenance circumstances should the
tube or bulb be cut to facilitate removal of the
tube or gauge.
VINTAGE AIRPLANE
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William T. Piper Jr.
From the Cub Club News
The last member of the Piper fam
ily to head up the legendary Piper
Aircraft Corporation died August
24, 2007, in Lock Haven, Pennsyl
vania, at the age of 95. Bill Piper Jr.
was born in Sharpsburg, Pennsylva
nia, on September 8, 1911, the eldest
of William T. Piper Sr.'s five chil
dren . Of the three Piper boys, Bill
was the most engaged in the busi
ness and the closest to his father in
temperament.
After g aduating from Harvard in
1934, Bill Jr. joined the TaY:ior Air
craft Company as a West Coast sales
man. Flying Taylor Cubs across the
country, he not 0 Iy sold Cubs, but
also established distributorships.
When Bill Sr. took over full control
of Taylor Aircraft Company, Bill Jr.
was made secretary and assistant
treasurer of the firm. He encouraged
the move from Bradford to Lock Ha
ven after the fire of March '37, and
he helped manage the then Piper
Aircraft Corporation through the
war years, though, like his brothers,
he had wanted to enlist in the U.S.
armed forces .
With the company's financial prob
lems following the postwar boom, Bill
Jr. spent two years in California help
ing boost sales. He went on to estab
lish Piper as more than just a "light"
plane manufacturer. He, along witli
his brother "Pug" (Howard Piper), de
livered an Apach to Sout Africa in
March '55 by flying it across the South
Atlantic Ocean-a flight that made
headlines.
It was just a matter of time until
Bill Jr. assumed his key role in the or
ganization. In 1968, when the com
pany's worldwide sales reached $90
million annually, Bill Jr. was elected
to succeed his father as president of
Piper Aircraft, and by 1970 he had
become chairman of the board. By
that time Piper had produced 86,000
aircraft. He remained board chair
man until 1973, when Bangor Punta
acquired Piper. Following the acqui
4
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sition, Bill continued on as a board
member, president, and chief execu
tive officer.
Bill Jr. represented the firm as an
officer and director of4:He 1\ircraft In
dustries Associati0 ( IA) ana ser
as a director ot Utility Aircraft @f the
AlA. Whe general aviation manufac
turers ecided to break away om the
large-airline and milita
an factur
e s, he helped organize to General
Aviation Manufacturers Association
(GAMA), of which he was a founding
board member and chairman.
He received distinguished ser
vice awards from the Utility Aircraft
Council, General Aviation Manufac
turers Association, and Wings Club
of New York. He was a member of
the Newcomen Society, an interna
tional organization for the study of
the history of engineering and tech
nology, and was its guest of honor
in 1970.
Bill was a quietly gr egarious,
humble, and giving man. He had a
broad civic interest, and through the
Piper Foundation, he supported edu
cational, recreational, and cultural
projects as well as facilities that ben-

efited public health.
He did much to set high standards
for the quality of life in Lock Ha
ven and Clinton County. The Piper
Foundation continues its contribu
tions to local organizations and col
lege scholarships for local students.
In recent years Bill helped establis
the Piper Aviation Museum in LOQ
Haven.
Mr. Piper was actively invo ved in
the following organizations: Trinity
Methodist Church, BaHl Eagle Ath
letic Foundation, LoQK Haven Univer
sity, Lock Haven YMCA, Lock Haven
Hospital, Loc Haven Chamber of
Commerce, West Branch Valley Flood
Protection Assn. , director of Com
monwealth Bank, The Quiet Birdmen,
and iper Aviation Museum.
An avid fisherman and golfer most
of his life, he belonged to the Spruce
Creek Rod and Gun Club, Clinton
Country Club, and Island Country
Club. He was a resident of Marco Is
land, Florida, nd spent summers in
Lock Haven and Coudersport.
He is su ·ved by his wife, Beth,
of 2 years, the former Elizabeth
Wilson Talley, and three children,
George , William, and Drew Piper;
four grandchildren, Katherine, Wil
liam, Nicholas, and Benjamin; a
sister, Mary Piper Bolles of San Fran
cisco; two Sisters-in-law, Helen Wann
Piper of Wichita, Kansas, and True
Tally Fisher of Bellefonte, Pennsyl
vania; and many beloved nieces and
nephews . His first wife, Margaret
Bush, preceded him in death.
The funeral was held on August 30
at the Piper Aviation Museum with
more than 400 friends and family in
attendance. He was laid to rest in the
Piper Mausoleum at Highland Cem
etery, Lock Haven.
Memorial donations may be made
to the Piper Aviation Museum, 1
Piper Way, Lock Haven, PA 17745, or
the Piper Foundation, c/o Mrs. John
Bert, 516 Mawman Ave., Lake Bluff,
.......
IL60044.

Mesmerized, the boy sat on the
hill overlooking the Shoemaker
field in Grandville, Michigan.
Squinting against the bright sun
light, he longingly watched a pretty
little Aeronca Champ accelerate
down the runway and lift gracefully
into the sky. Robert Baker was only
10 years old, and he was already
captivated by the idea of flying
what would that feel like, to be able to
fly like that?
Fortunately, the Champ pilot even
tually acknowledged young Baker's
familiar presence on the hill and
invited him to go up for a ride.
The flight was even better than
he'd imagined, but little would he
have dreamed that the best was yet
to come-the day that NC84020
would be his own.

Champion
As touted in company advertising
of the era, the Champ was"America's
Number 1 Low-Cost Plane," and its pi
lot was the "envy of the airport." The
tandem Aeronca Champion trainer
was designed by Raymond F. Hermes
and manufactured by the Aeronca
Aircraft Corp., in Middletown, Ohio.
6
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More than 8,000 were built, and just
like its predecessors all the way back
through the 1930 Aeronca C-2, it
incorporated aeronautical engineer
Jean Roche's unique triangular fuse
lage structure.
In February 1946, as production
was about to begin, the Champ was
marketed as "the newest in aero
dynamic design! ... It's the easiest
plane you've ever flown ... with far
greater maneuverability
and greatly

· "'\\if
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broadened range of visibility.... Im
proved brake system and tie-down
rings that are built in. Parts for
Champion and Chief will be 80 per
cent interchangeable-an important
economy feature. Aeronca brings
you 35 thrilling 'standout' features!"
Those features also included 300
degree visibility from the cockpit,
a 38-mph landing speed, and stan
dard oleo landing gear. With its 35
foot wingspan and

Envy of the

Airport...
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21-foot, 6-inch length, the Champ
exhibited excellent handling charac
teristics from taxi through landing.
And it offered a respectable perfor
mance for the student or recreational
pilot. Its Continental A-65 powered a
top speed of 100 mph and a 90-mph
cruise while sipping from a 13-gallon
fuel tank for a range of 270 miles.
NC84020, a model 7AC, flew from
the factory to its new home at the
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Three-year-old Mark Baker with the Champ on skis, prior to restoration.

Kent County Airport in Grand Rap
ids soon after its sale date of May 29,
1946. And though it had numerous
caretakers throughout the years, it al
ways remained in Michigan. Even so,
Robert Baker lost track of the Champ
as he grew into a young man, fell in
love, and married his high school
sweetheart, Brenda, at age 21. The
following year he learned how to fly
and some time later noticed an old
Champ at a local grass strip. After a
bit of research, he discovered that it
was the one in which he'd had his
first flight . The young couple decided
to adopt it as a member of their fam
ily and bought it on April 20, 1979.
Fortunately, they were living on a
tract of land that Brenda had pur
chased while she was in high school
and had plenty of room to make a
2,OOO-foot grass runway and build an
adjacent hangar.
Baker enjoyed flying the Champ
around the local area and to the
Aeronca fly-ins at Middletown, Ohio,
and he was delighted to share the
aviating with his growing family. As
the years passed, they welcomed first
their son Mark and then their daugh
ter Sara into their air-minded family.
Their circle of friends also continued
to expand as they embraced friendly

and talented aviators
including Bill and Sa u n
dra Pancake of Keyser,
West Virginia-whom
they met along the way.
In fact, it was at one of
the fly-ins that the Bak
ers first learned about the
Champ's factory paint
scheme, and years later
they had the opportunity
to meet Hap Grainer, who
designed the well-known
and highly visible yellow
and-orange scheme.

Restoration Odyssey
After seeing a few
nicely restored Aeronca
Champions, the Bakers Mark Baker discovered a lot of rust as he
were inspired to restore helped remove the fabric from the aft longerons.
their own back to "factory
fresh ." They dismantled it in 1991 didn't actually do all of that work on
and began their quest for authen the project. That way, I had a general
ticity in all things Aeronca. The en idea of what was needed and what to
tire process evolved into a 14-year look for. "
odyssey for the family of four as
Then they enlisted the talents of
they researched details and learned Bill Pancake, an FAA Charles Taylor
how to tackle various aspects of the Master Mechanic who has restored
restoration.
numerous award-winning aircraft .
"We found local expertise on wood "He's been around Aeroncas his whole
and metal, for example," explains life," says Brenda with a smile, and
Brenda, "and we asked lots of ques he has a whole 'Aeronca factory' at his
tions. " They also attended workshops, house. So as Bill worked on one part,
according to Bob, who says, "EAA we worked on another, and we made a
helped us tremendously with the lot of trips from Michigan to his shop
classes they put on; we went to fabric in West Virginia, and we shipped a lot
and rib-stitching classes for a week at of items back and forth ."
Oshkosh. We also went to the sheet
metal and welding workshops, just A Family Affair
to educate ourselves, even though we
The Baker children literally grew
II
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Brenda Baker works on the headliner as her mother-in-law shines a light
on the subject.

Sara and Mark Baker study the Aeronca drawings and tally up the hard
ware their parents will order for the restoration.

A work of art. The fuselage is ready for cover.
8
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up as they worked on the project
with their parents. liThe whole fam
ily was involved in the hands-on
process, and we had a lot of fun,"
says Brenda, adding with a laugh,
lithe kids were excited about it, and
every chance they would get they
would sit on the seat to see if their
feet would reach the rudder pedals.
Sara had the greatest little quote:
'S u ch a simple little airp lane, but
when restoring it, there is nothing
simple about it.' One day, I did bribe
Mark and Sara with a bag of choco
late ch ips, and th ey went through
the Aeronca service man u al and
counted every nut and bolt that we
nee ded, and wrote down the sizes
and types . We used their list to or
der new hardware."
Brenda says the family also sharp
ened their detective skills while
hunting for parts at fly-marts: "Sara
h u nted for the correct prop plate,
'Powerful as the Nation,' and found
a painted one, but the original ones
were etched, so we ended up having
one made instead. Eleven-year-old
Mark became an expert at looking for
original tail wheel parts, while Bob
and I looked for other items that we
needed, like instruments."
Back at home, after their school
work was finished, Mark worked
on the whee ls and t ires while Sara
claimed the arduous task of stripping
paint from the door. "She would dis
appear and you'd find her working on
the door; she wouldn't let anybody
else work on it!" Brenda recalls.
Bob busied himself with making
new plywood floorboards, taking me
ticulous care to ensure a perfect fit.
"B u t they fit too precisely, and Bill
told me th at I hadn't made them per
the Aeronca drawings," says Bob. "50
we made another set the correct way,"
he recalls, explaining, liThe factory
started with one board and used the
book match method for the second
half. So when you flip one board over,
the edges mate really well. If you cut
out two separate boards you'll have a
gap between them. Th en we painted
them with black enamel."
A similar thing h appened with
the new metal cowling, says Brenda:

"We made three sets to get the one
we wanted, and even after that, Bill
made another one! And since we
couldn't always find the right parts,
we kept making our own, like wing
ribs and inspection covers." [Note:
Part s fabricated by an owner to an
FAA-approved design (per the type '"
certificate) for their model aircraft ~
may be installed on that owner's '"C§
z
aircraft without the requirement to ~
have PMA (as detailed in FAR 21.303 ~
(b) (2)).]

Friendly Help

«

~

'"~
~

:::>

Even friends of the Bakers found 8
themselves involved in the project. ~
a
Jack Elenbaas welded the seat frames 1E
and replaced the webbing, and Don Sara Baker strips paint from the door panel.
Lipscomb used his CAD skills and
CNC machine to crea te a die to be
used for stamping aluminum sheets
into ribs. Baker took one of the first
ribs they made to an AirVenture
workshop and received a few point
ers about fine -tuning them. "The
ribs were quite banana shaped af
ter they came out of the press," Bob
elaborates, "and they showed us
how to use fluting pliers to shrink
the edges and straighten the rib,
and also how to hammer the metal
edges over by using a wooden for
mer. It was hard work, and it took
us two years, but it was worth it be
cause they're correct. So we made
nearly all of the ribs, with the ex
ception of the tip, butt, and the
last rib in the aileron bay. Those are
made from thicker aluminum, and
we bought them from Safe Air."
Their safety-minded friend Ed
Johnson insisted on buying a set of Mark Baker worked on the t ires and wheels.
shoulder harnesses for the Champ,
and Pancake installed them (per the
STC) before the airplane was finished.
And when Bob couldn't find an origi
nal carb heat knob, Lipscomb stepped
up to the challenge and fabricated
one, using his CNC machine to repli
cate the precise size and shape of one
from an Aeronca Chief.

This is how the panel appeared pri
or to restoration. (See page 11. for
an "after" view of the panel.)
VINTAGE A I RPLAN E
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Obstacles
It's that type of devotion to de
tail that makes the final product a
winner, but that doesn't mean that
the restoration was without tribu
lations. "The more you work on a
project like this, the more you re
alize how little you know!" reflects
Bob, adding with a knowing smile,
"it's a humbling experience."
For Brenda, installing the head
liner turned into quite a challenge
when she discovered that the pre
sewn fabric needed to be altered.
"You have to cut it and fold it over
so it fits all the tubes correctly,"
she says, vividly recalling her ex
perience, "and with one wrong cut,
there goes the headliner! So I kept
working on it, but when I got to the
left-hand side, rear tube-where two
tubes come together and so does the
seam of the headLiner-1 had a hard
time. I had to cut the seam and make
10 DECEMBER 2007

it go around those two tubes and
yet make it look tight and neat and
wrap it around underneath. Well, I
just didn't have enough hands, so I
got Bob's mom to help me!"
And even for someone with expe
rience, surprises can still arise. Pan
cake carefully test-fit the airframe
and rigged the wings at his shop
before installing the Ceconite 102
fabric and applying the Randolph
Products' nitrate and butyrate dope
coatings. Even so, he made a disap
pointing discovery when he began
to install the newly purchased trim
tab on the elevator. "Evidently the
elevator had been damaged and im
properly repaired many years ago,"
says Bob, "and we just assumed the
new trim tab would fit, but it didn't.
So Bill removed the new fabric, re
paired the elevator, and then re
covered and repainted it, just to
make it right."

More Than Two
Most folks would say that a
Champ carries only two people, but
the Bakers' Champ carries more than
two-at least symbolically. That's
because each person who contrib
uted to the project is represented by
specific parts of the airplane. Take,
for instance, the shoulder harnesses.
"We use them on every flight, and
you know who we think of when we
snap those belts on? Ed Johnson,"
says Bob. "Every time I pull the carb
heat on, guess who I think of? That's
right, Don Lipscomb. When I look
overhead, I see Brenda's headliner,
and I see Jack Elenbaas' welding in
the seat frame. Every time I open the
door, I think of my daughter Sara,
just as I think of my son Mark when
I look at the wheels and tires . And
Bill Pancake really deserves an award
for all the work he's done. The list
goes on and on. I do my best to let

The Champ's windshield shows the
proper amount of "bubble" to it, unlike
some aftermarket windshields that have
more of a flat-wrap appearance.
The door panels and cabin interior received a coating of flicking, just as it did in
1947. The restored instrument panel contrasts with the old panel shown on page 9.
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The crispness of the stencil-painted
markings on the tail suriaces nearly
fooled a judge into thinking they were
vinyl stickers, until Brenda Baker
proved otherwise to him.

folks know I had a lot of people help
because all those memories and all
those people are with us every time
we fly the Champ."

~
~
~

iE

L..-_ __

As delivered from the factory, the Champ's top haN of the cowl was one piece,
without hinges. The box style baffles, complete with factory-style leather seals
installed with staples, highlight the outstanding dedication by the Bakers and Bill
Pancake to restoring the Champ to original condition.

Champion Debut
"And sitting up there in the front
behind that high and wide windshield,
you feel happy to be alive and aloft,"
wrote Leighton Collins in his article
"Aeronca Champion," published in
the December 1945 issue of Air Facts .
That's a feeling that the Baker family
can fully appreciate, especially since
finishing NC84020's restoration.
"Bill made the first flight in it, and
everything checked out fine," recalls
Bob, "so on May 31,2005, he accom-

These two shots show the Desser Aero Classic tires and Aeronca embossed
wheel covers. On this Champ, Van Sickle brakes were used. Due to supplier
shortages during the years following WW-U, Champs and Chiefs were delivered
with either Goodyear disc or Van Sickle drum brakes.
VI N TAGE AIRPLANE
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panied me for a few circuits around
Miller Field in West Virginia.
Then I flew it home to Michi
gan. It was a great flight! Later
that summer, Brenda and I flew
in to AirVenture together
in the Champ,

and that's when the judges awarded
it Classic Grand Champion. We were
absolutely th rilled, and especially
happy to share that moment with Bill
and Saundra Pancake, too."

Winning Details
The AirVenture judges scrutinized
every detail of the Bakers' Champ,
looking for possible imperfections in
much the same way that a mother in
spects her newborn. Brenda was close
at hand during the process, ready and
willing to answer their questions.
"Bill overhauled the engine and
I opened the cowling so the judges
could see it. We even had the correct
Champion C26 spark plugs, which
took me years to find!" she says with
a smile and motherly pride, "and
then they noticed the leather on the
engine baffling. Bill handmade every
staple and stapled the leather to the
baffling with a stapling machine that
came from the Aeronca factory. He
also used a flocking gun to flock the
cabin interior, just like it was when it
came from the factory."
Other details in question were the
registration numbers and Aeronca
logo . At first glance, the judges as
sumed they were decals. But Brenda
assured them (with a photograph as
proof), that they had painted them
on the fabric, using stencils made
from the original drawings.
And there's at least one detail
that, though few people will ever see
it, is nonetheless correct, according
to Bob: "Bill knew that Aeronca used
a brown lamp cord for internal wir
ing, just in case someone wanted to
install a battery and have position
lights, so he included that inside the
wings and fuselage, just to have it as
original as possible."
12 DECEMBER 2007

Sweet Nostalgia
The Bakers' airplane is truly a
honey of a Champion, yet the re
wards are far sweeter than just being
named Classic Grand Champion .
"One of the neatest things that
I enjoy when we bring it to fly
ins," reflects Bob, "is that when
folks walk up to it on the flightline,
they're transported back in time.
One guy was actually crying be
cause he'd had a Champ just like
it years ago . So it becomes a time
machine, and we get to hear about
all the memories it brings back for
other people. When we landed at
AirVenture in 2005, we taxied in
past the warbirds and behind the
P-38 Glacier Girl, and there was an
older man standing there watch
ing the airplanes coming in. He lit
up when he saw the Champ, and

smiled and gave us a thumbs-up!"
"That made us feel so good," agrees
Brenda. "All those years working on it
were worth it when we see their faces
and feel their joy. We 've also talked
with a lot of the previous owners of
NC84020 and had them over to our
house and given them rides. It has
been so much fun!"
It's a safe bet that the Baker
children themselves will happily
continue the tradition of shar
ing nostalgic Aeronca stories with
other pilots along the flightline.
Today, at 25 , Mark has logged
around 1,200 hours flying pipeline
patrol and occasionally flies right
seat in a Pilatus turboprop. And 23
year-old Sara is taking to the skies
as well. She's working toward her
sport pilot certificate in the Champ
she helped restore .

Champ Door Lock
A clever solution
BY

With a tip of our cap to Roy Do
ty's long-running cartoon, "Word
less Workshop," take a look at these
photos and we'll bet you can repro
duce the Baker's clever door lock.
Decker and Company made all

H.G.
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the postwar door handles for the
Aeronca Champ and Chief doors
and the Sedan. The Sedan door has
an integral lock, but the two-place
airplanes are not similarly equipped.
Here is Bill Pancake's elegant so

lution to the problem for the Bak
er's Champ. Built up from steel flat
stock with a bit of welding, it neatly
puts a door lock in place without
punching a single hole in the door
or door frame.
.......
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BY STEVE KOERNER

hen you land at
Koerner Aviation
(3KK) today, the
present is met
with a strong
sense of the past. The old pictures in
the office and the arched-roof han
gar give only a hint of the full story. It
starts with two young men who grew
up on a farm in Cullom, Illinois. From
an early age, Delbert Koerner and his
brother, Martin, had a fascination with
anything mechanical. They built bicy
cles and farm machinery, but their in
terest soon turned toward the sky.
In 1926, Delbert traveled to Peoria,
Illinois, and took instruction from Alex
Varney in an ox-s Standard biplane.
He bought the old biplane and with a
total of six hours flew the Standard back
to the family farm and started to teach
14 DECEMBER 2007

his brother how to fly. The summer of
1926 was spent barnstorming until an
argument with a fence ended the career
of the old Standard.
In early 1927 Delbert and Martin,
along with a partner, Barney Wilson,
bought a Waco 10 and moved to the big
city of Kankakee, Illinois. They set up
a small hangar southwest of town and
started the Kankakee Airport. The third
partner, Barney, did not take too well to
flying, and in a month or two he sold
out to the Koerner brothers.
Delbert and Martin sold rides and
taught others to fly, and the airport was
becoming successful. Another Waco 10
was bought, then a Velie Monocoupe,
and later a Stinson Junior. A few more
small hangars went up . Part of their
business involved flying charters with
the Stinson and the other airplanes.

One afternoon, while returning from
Chicago in one of the Waco lOs, Del
bert had five forced landings over the
course of the 60-mile trip. A leaky wa
ter pump was to blame, dripping wa
ter into the carburetor. With one bank
of the aircraft, the OX-S engine would
quit, followed by its neighbor across the
crankcase. With lots of open fields back
then, Delbert would simply land, drain
the carburetor, and get right back in the
air for another 10 miles.
Another memorable trip was flown
in the Velie Monocoupe, south to EI
Paso, Texas. The Monocoupe was not
equipped with a compass, so the pri
mary navigation aids were railroad
maps and a look out the window.
Aviation was still new in most small
towns, and public interest was high. In
1929, Delbert and Martin built a small

Left: Koerner Aviation today at
Kankakee Ai rport (3KK) , on the
southwest side of Kankakee, Illi
nois, with three Stearmans rebuilt
by Koerner Aviation.

homebuilt plane, a Heath Parasol, pow
ered by a Henderson motorcycle en
gine. Later, the engine was installed
in a Church Midwing. Delbert raced
the small plane known as Aerospeed in
the 1930 air races held in Chicago. To
race, Delbert needed to be certified by
the FAI before he could compete. He
received his first FAI sporting license,
which was signed by Orville Wright.
There's an interesting sidelight to that
part of the story; Wilbur and Orville's
mother's maiden name was Koerner,
but Delbert never asked if there was any
relation. He finished in second place
behind Ed Heath in a Heath Parasol.
The Church Midwing was sold to a lo
cal bUSinessman, who later re-kitted it
during a bad landing.
While building the business, Martin
had married and started a family. Mar
tin and Louise had two sons, Martin Jr.
and Roger. The second generation was
as excited about aviation as the first. But
in 1934, tragedy struck when the senior
Martin was killed in a motorcycle acci
dent. Delbert now had to carry on with
out his brother, best friend, and partner.
Not only that, but he took it upon him
self to support his brother's wife, Louise,
and her two small children. In spite of
the loss, Koerner Aviation continued to
grow, and it was apparent that a larger
hangar would soon be needed.
In 1937, construction began on a
new hangar. The new hangar would be
80 feet square, with a clear span and
18-foot-tall doors . As it was then and
still holds true today, if you have a solid
business, your customers all become
your friends. In the evenings and on
weekends many would gather at the air
port to help build the new hangar. Then
tragedy struck again, this time in the
form of a tornado. The original buildings
took a direct hit and were destroyed, as
were all of the airplanes. Delbert told
the story of lying on the floor under a
heavy bench and watching the roof be
ing torn off the building. He watched
his Stinson Jr. go straight out the top .

The 1950s saw the purchase of a Cessna T-50 , Cessna 190, and a Stin
son 108. Look at the shadows in the hangar-stacks of Piper J-3 Cubs.

A Piper Cub Coupe sits in the doorway, with a prewar Aeronca Chief to
the right. In the shadows in the hangar, you can make out the outline of
Harold Johnson's Ford Tri-Motor.

Then an anvil flew across the shop! At
that point he said, III quit watching."
No one was hurt in the storm. Delbert
went home for dinner that evening and
told the family that the tornado took
everything. He got up from the table af
ter dinner and put on his cap.
IIWhere are you going?" asked
Louise.
IIBack to work," he said with resolve.
To me this is a testament to the forti
tude and determination of that genera
tion and to Delbert as an individual.
Fortunately the new hangar was not
destroyed by the storm, and in time the
StinsonJr. would be rebuilt. In the mean
time, so he could continue flight opera
tions, Delbert purchased an Aeronca K.
With the help and labor of family and
friends, the new hangar continued to
progress. Delbert would see that all who
helped got a little flying time for their
efforts. He often remarked, liThe old K

built the hangar."
Koerner Aviation continued to
slowly expand. Delbert also operated a
full-service machine and welding shop
as part of the airport.
Occasionally Koerner Aviation
would host air shows with local and
wider-known performers, including Art
Davis in his Taperwing, The Birdman
Charlie Zmuda, Harold Johnson, and
others. Harold Johnson was famous for
his aerobatics in the Ford Tri-Motor. He
would loop, roll, spin, and pick up a
handkerchief with the wingtip, all with
a load of passengers. These events in
the late '30s and '40s would draw great
crowds on a Sunday afternoon.
Running the airport had become a
family affair, with Louise working the
office while Marty Jr. and Roger helped
by washing, fueling, and getting air
planes in and out of the hangar for cus
tomers. During the war years federal
VINTAGE A IRPLANE
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This Heath Parasol, (above) , was later converted to a Church Midwing
(top). You can see that both registration numbers are identical.

1934-Koerner Aviation School.
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regulations stated that all aircraft left
outside overnight had to have an armed
guard. To avoid that necessity, aircraft
were kept inside if at all possible. Dur
ing this time the hangar stored 23 air
craft, including Harold Johnson's Ford
Tri-Motor. Since it was grounded dur
ing the war, one wing of the Ford was
removed to fit it inside the hangar. All
the planes were stored on dollies with
the main landing gear and propellers se
cured. The tails were hoisted up toward
the rafters, making them look as though
they were stacked like picnic tables.
During the war Delbert went to work
for Ford in Willow Run, Michigan, as a
civilian test pilot flying B-24s. Charles
Lindbergh was at Ford at the same time
conducting high-altitude testing on the
B-24s. Later, Delbert worked for Curtiss
in Buffalo, New York, test-flying P-40s.
He really enjoyed flying the fighter.
During this time, Louise, Marty Jr., and
Roger ran the airport.
After the war, Delbert purchased sev
eral different aircraft, including a Cessna
T-50 and a Cessna 190 to be used for
charter work. Koerner Aviation became
a Piper dealer in 1945. Delbert taught
many people to fly in J-3 Cubs and a va
riety of other aircraft.
He also bought several surplus Stear
mans, one of which we still own and
fly to this day. In the late '50s, Del
bert bought a run-down Beech C-18
and restored it to a beautiful executive
transport. He used the Beech for char
ter work. In fact during the 1960 Ken
nedy campaign for president, Delbert
flew Rose Kennedy in the Beech on sev
eral campaign trips. In all, the'40s and
'50s were a good time for the airport.
As Piper dealers we sold the entire Piper
product line, from Cubs and Tri-Pacers

to Apaches.
The third generation started show
ing up in 1956 with Roger's children.
Roger Jr. was born in '56, Steve in '57,
Julie in '59, and Todd in 1960. Roger
Sr. took over most of the flight-in
struction duties while Delbert was a
designated pilot examiner. Roger Sr.
also flew as corporate pilot for the
local newspaper, which owned sev
eral other newspapers throughout the
Midwest. Often my brother and/or I
would ride along. I logged many hours
in the right seat of the old Apache. On
one trip to Indianapolis when I was
young, Dad pOinted out an old race
plane hanging up in the ceiling of a
big hangar. He told my brother and I
how the famous pilot had a pet lion
that he would take with him in the
plane. A few minutes later he intro
duced us to Roscoe Turner; I still re
member the waxed moustache.
All through my life I loved spending
time at the airport. Saturdays and Sun
days were the best! In the '60s and '70s,
the office would be full of pilots, some
of whom actually flew. Others were
there just for the "hangar flying. " They
were full of the best stories, and I would
spend hours just listening and learning.
As I grew a little older, I began learn
ing who knew what they were talk
ing about and who was full of hot air.
They would spend the entire day at the
airport flying, talking, smoking, and
drinking Coca-Cola. The airport had a
host of great personalities at anyone
time-Lawrence Shilling, Dutch Han
son, Cliff Chouinard, Andy Zoph, and
Dick Hawker. Duane and Marion Cole
would stop in for fuel and sometimes a
little maintenance. William Piper would
stop in occasionally. When he needed
to get out of the office, he would of
ten ferry a Cub for delivery. Steve Witt
man made several visits. Aviation was a
close-knit, small world. Steve McQueen
stopped by one afternoon. He was in
town filming a movie, and his flight in
structor told him while he was in town
to be sure to go out to the old airport
and visit Delbert. Pete Meyers was a fre
quent visitor who always left us with a
little bit of an air show.
In the late '60s the old Cessna T-50
was sold . A few years later, we rebuilt
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Delbert Koerner with Koerner Aviation 's Beech 18.

it for the people we sold it to. I saw it
at Oshkosh 20 years later. It still looked
great. The Twin Beech was sold in the
late '70s and started a new career haul
ing sky divers. Delbert purchased an Az
tec and a Comanche to continue with
the charter work. Cherokees took the
place of Tri-Pacers for student instruc
tion. But we always kept the J-3 Cub
and the Stearman.
The airport has always been a fam
ily business. My brother, Roger Jr., and
I both loved flying. Like our father, the
airport was all we ever really knew. Roger
Jr. and I both soloed on our 16th birth
days. We both soloed in the same J-3
Cub that our father had soloed on his
16th. In 1977 Koerner Aviation and Del
bert celebrated 50 years of continuous
service. In 1983 Delbert was inducted
into the Illinois Aviation Hall of Fame.
And he was a recipient of the FAA's
Charles Taylor Master Mechanic Award.
He was a member of Silver Wings and
the OX-5 Aviation Pioneers.
In nearly 80 years of continuous op
eration we have restored, repaired, and
maintained a variety of vintage aircraft.
We just completed a Stearman in April
and started another one in May. The
most recent Stearman is one that we
first restored 25 years ago. We are hop
ing to have it completed this Decem
ber. A few years ago a good customer
came into the shop and said, "I want a
Stinson Reliant." I put an ad in Trade
A -Plane, advertising for a seller. The ad
ran for six months. Finally, I got two
calls from owners who h ad Reliants
for sale. Amazingly, they came within
10 minutes of each other. One was an
SR-9 in Texas, which was a basket case
18
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Stinson SR·l0 in the restoration shop.

for $30,000. The other was an SR-lO in
California, which was almost ferryable
for $17,000. That was an easy decision.
Rogers Sr. and Jr. flew out to California
and spent a week getting the Reliant fly
able and flew it home. That was an ad
venture in itself. The plane had spent
most of its life in Juneau, Alaska.
Recently it was proposed we purchase

Roger Jr. and I both
soloed on our
16th birthdays.
We both soloed
in the same J-3 Cub
that our father had
soloed on his 16th.
one of Delbert's original airplanes, an
OX-5 Waco 10 currently undergoing a
beautiful restoration by Phil and Ruthie
Coulson in Michigan. Trying to blend
the desire to reconnect with some of the
family history and continue into the
future balanced with the question as to
whether it was a financially sound idea
is constantly an issue. Taking a favorite
quote from Delbert himself, "They just
aren't practical."
A Luscombe 8C waits its turn for at
tention. It belongs to the family, so it is
on the "weekends and evenings only"
plan. Our Pitts and a customer's Star
duster Too are nearing completion.
What happened to the rest of the
family? Louise Koerner passed away

in 1992. Delbert never retired. In his
90s he was still active in the machine
shop until he passed away in 1995 at
the age of 93. His brother's son, Mar
tin Koerner, Jr. was active at the airport
until his death in 2001. My dad, Roger
Sr., is the final authority, and he holds
it all together.
The third generation of Koerners has
varied interests. Todd likes airplanes,
but has little interest in flying. Instead
he uses his talents in the machine and
welding shop. Julie did learn to fly and
operates an equestrian jumping facility.
Now a fourth generation is continu
ing in the aviation spirit. Everyone has
his or her own interests, ranging from
flying, aircraft restoration, or machine
shop work. The fourth generation has
produced several new pilots. Tim and
Chris are both student pilots; Alex so
loed the J-3 Cub like his father and
grandfather. He earned his private cer
tificate last year. Alex also flies the fam
ily Stearman and works in the aircraft
shop during the day and attends college
classes at night. He plans on earning his
airframe and powerplant certificate and
eventually his inspection authorization,
as did his father, grandfather, and his
great-grandfather.
This summer Koerner Aviation will
celebrate 80 years of continuous service.
Some of the faces have changed over
the years, as have most of the planes.
But not the name on the front of the old
arched-roof hangar, or our love for old
airplanes. We are still busy in the shop,
and the smell of fresh dope brings back
memories for some. Some of us look to
the future with anticipation, with an
appreciation of the past.
......
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It pays to keep a close eye on the tail-wheel bolts
BY

If you're a pilot who enjoys flying off
a turf or otherwise unpaved strip, this
article is for you. I've had a few friends
who've mentioned similar events that
have happened to them, but it bears
repeating---check your landing gear at
tachment bolts on a regular basis. For
most of us, that means annually. For
those who operate off unimproved
strips, it would seem prudent to check
them more often.
Using a pair of wrenches, I check
the tail-wheel bolt (the one that se
cures the tail wheel to the tail-wheel
strut) at least twice a year: once during
the annual inspection, and again at
the end of the summer. Last year that
wasn't enough.
On the Aeronca Sedan, the tail wheel
is bolted to a tail-wheel strut, which is
hinged between the lower fuselage lon
gerons, with shock absorption being
handled by a bungee cord. I and every
other Sedan owner I've spoken with se
cured the tail-wheel bracket to the tail
wheel strut using an AN?-22 bolt and
an AN-36S-720 elastic stop nut.
A few months ago I'd been giving
a number of rides to Young Eagles
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and neighbors for some friends who
are creating their home/airstrip. The
field, while reasonably smooth, is still
in the improving stage, so I try to be
careful, taxiing slowly and minimiz
ing sharp turns on the ground and
other stressful ground-handling ac
tivities. Still, it wasn't yet as smooth
as a golf course fairway.
After a fun morning hopping rides
and generating smiles and comments
that included "my farm is so little!"
and "the horses look like small dogs!"
I flew back to Oshkosh, wheeling it
on Runway 9. Off at Bravo 2 taxiway,
then a quick jog right and then left to
my T-hangar row. I rolled between the
rows of hangars, pulled the mixture,
and did my not-as-good-as-him Bob
Hoover-style dead-engine rollout and
turn. I hopped out of the airplane with
a satisfied grin pasted on my face and
opened the hangar door. Then came
the surprise.
As I pushed the airplane back in
the hangar, the tail wheel hit the half
inch-high lip at the place where the
concrete foundation transitions to
an asphalt surface. As the tail wheel

hopped over the lip, I heard a re
sounding "bang!" echo off the corru
gated steel walls of the hangars as the
airplane fell away from my hands. The
AN? bolt had snapped, and the tail
wheel and bracket skittered across the
hangar threshold, restrained only by
the tail wheel steering chains.
When it impacted, the tail-wheel
strut managed to dig a small gouge
into the asphalt, right through the
yellow centerline paint I'd masked
and sprayed earlier in the year. Thank
fully, the rudder didn't get in the way
of the bouncing tail wheel , and ex
cept for some scraped paint, the soft
asphalt didn't damage the bottom of
the tail-wheel strut.
I slipped the remainder of the bolt
out of the strut and went searching for
the nut and threaded portion of the
bolt. It was 10 feet away, lying next
to my hangar couch, propelled by the
sudden fracture. A quick examina
tion showed it had suffered a fracture
at the threaded portion at the point
where the bolt threads transition to
the shank. It appeared to have started
a few flight hours earlier. It couldn't
have been more than 20 hours, since
that's how much time was on it since
I'd put a torque wrench to it during the
annual. The failure mode appears to be
a combination of the bolt stretching
(evidenced by the hammered appear
ance of the washer), then cracking. The
final failure occurred when the bolt
was pushed in the opposite direction.
It then broke cleanly at the crack.
I keep at least one of these bolts in
stock in my hangar, as I bent one a few
years ago. (Hmm, there's a clue!) I caught
that failure on a preflight when, as I
wiggled the tail back and forth , I was
annoyed to see the tail wheel and the
tail-wheel strut wiggle in an unsynchro
nized fashion . My first thought was to
VINTAGE AIRPLANE
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do not consider stainless steel and
steel alloy to be a "like material."
FIGURE 31 TAIL GEAR ASSEMBLY
When a supplier sent him stainless
nuts to use on a landing gear instal
lation, he used them after assuming
the supplier had made a legal sub
stitution. He was wrong. One of the
nuts failed soon after the aircraft was
returned to service, causing the air
craft to lose a main landing gear leg.
Don't replace structural nuts and
bolts with stainless fasteners unless
specifically authorized by the air
frame manufacturer.
While I did further research, one
more thing came to light about using
the NAS/MS internally wrenching
bolts. An MS20002C7 countersunk
washer is to be used under the bolt
head, and a plain MS20002-7 is to be
used under the nut.
___ M
{)or ul',l
It may strike some of you as a bit
The Aeronca factory parts manual shows an Aeronca part number for the
odd that the nut called out on the
original stack-up is a plain 125 Ksi
bolt (index No. 12 in the drawing) , plus an AN365-720 nut is used to se
cure the tail wheel. The current holder of the type certificate suggests the bolt, rather than a 180 Ksi high 
strength nut to match or exceed
NAS147-36 bolt would be a proper substitute for the Aeronca bolt.
the bolt strength. In most applica
order a new AN7 bolt that was 1/8 inch that the 1-3719 tail-wheel attach bolt tions, the nut specified by the engineer
longer, to keep the threads from be was a heat-treated, specially manufac is stronger than the bolt. In talking
ing overly stressed in shear and ten tured bolt, using nickel-chromoly steel with an engineer friend, he confirmed
sion. But I also reminded myself that stock. It would cost about $60-$80 each my belief that Aeronca called out the
this was the second time that particular to make these bolts, and the raw stock lower-strength nut to prevent the bolt
bolt had failed or come close to break would be very difficult to obtain. For from being stretched during torquing.
ing. First, I decided, I should check the tunately, he was able to suggest a suit Instead of the bolt stretching when
factory manual to see if I'd been using able replacement that is now available. overtightened, the nut's threads would
the right hardware stack-up. It turns Burl proposed that I use an NAS147-36 shear well before the bolt yielded, giv
out that my Sedan friends and I have (superseded for new design in 1986 by ing a clear indication of a fastener fail
the MS20007-23) series socket head ure. At least you'd hope the mechanic
been using an incorrect bolt.
In the factory parts manual, the tail bolt. That bolt is manufactured to would notice the sudden drop in the
wheel attach bolt is identified with an specifications that are very close to the force needed to turn the bolt!
Aeronca part number (1-3719), and Aeronca specification called out on the
The moral of the story is clear: Just
while the AN bolt seemed to work well, blueprint for the 1-3719 part number. because it's been on the airplane since
it isn't up to the job. To confirm my These NAS/MS bolts are manufactured you've had it doesn't mean it's the right
suspicions, I dropped an e-mail to Burl with a tensile strength of 160,000 psi, part. When replacing a component on
Rogers of Burl's Aircraft Rebuild, the versus the 125,000 psi of standard steel an airplane, check the parts manual for
holder of the Aeronca 15AC Sedan FAA AN7 bolts. Interestingly, the nut called the proper hardware stack-up. If you
type certificate, and creator/manufac out in the Aeronca manual is a stan find yourself replacing the same piece
of hardware on a regular basis, dou
turer of the Alpha/Omega landing gear dard AN365-720.
suspension system for Super Cubs and
The only proper substitute for ble-check the parts manual for your
Sedans. Burl's been actively adding to that nut is one made to specification airplane. Perhaps a well-meaning but
the list of PMA'd parts available for the MS21044N. It should be noted that an inappropriate substitution was made.
Sedan, and I knew he'd be able to tell MS21044C stainless steel version of As the maintainer of the airplane, you
me if there was a suitable replacement that same nut is not an acceptable sub get to pay the price. It may look like
for the tail-wheel bolt.
stitute. Ask the mechanic of a Cessna the same part, but be sure it meets with
To his great credit, Burl had a note in Alaska. He found out the hard way the factory data available. Doing so
back to me the next morning. He'd re that the engineers responsible for the could save you an embarrassing (and
viewed the blueprint and determined military specification and the NTSB lab expensive) incident.
.......
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FROM THE TRAVEL AIR RESTORER'S ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER

The technical corner: elementary assembly and rigging
BY ROBERT

Part 1
In this issue we will discuss a subject
that is dear to my heart: assembly and
rigging. If an aircraft is to display the best
in stability and control, it must be rigged
correctly. So the discussion will focus
on some basic ideas concerning what
happens when the aircraft is assembled
and how we will rig the airplane to get
the best flight quality possible. Early de
signs were completed before there was
wind tunnel test data available; there
fore these airplanes may display neutral
stability. So let's begin with a quick re
view of aircraft axes and stability.
There are three axes on the airplane:
longitudinal, lateral, and vertical. The
longitudinal axis is a line down the fu
selage from nose to tail that the airplane
rolls around. The lateral axis is a line
from wingtip to wingtip that the air
plane pitches around. The vertical axis
is a vertical line through the fuselage
that the airplane yaws around.
There are three types of stability that
can be displayed by an aircraft: positive,
neutral, and negative. Of course, for
most of us non-fighter pilots, we would
always like to have positive stability
because the airplane will try to return
to level flight. Neutral stability implies
that, once moved from level flight, the
aircraft will remain at that attitude and
not return to level flight. And negative
stability means that, once the airplane
is upset from level flight, aircraft roll,
pitch, or yaw gets worse and worse.
Longitudinal stability is provided
by the horizontal stabilizer and is sta
bility in pitch. When the center of
gravity (CG) is located slightly for
ward of the center of pressure (CP) of
the wings, the airplane is slightly nose
heavy. This is important. It's something
that can be controlled during the res
toration process. If the CG is too far
forward, the airplane will be seriously
nose heavy. And conversely, if the CG
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is too close to the CP, or aft of the CP,
the airplane will be tail heavy. Aft CGs
are the most dangerous.
Lateral stability is provided by
wing dihedral and the keel effect of
the fuselage. It is defined as stability
against rolling motion around the
longitudinal axis.
Directional stability is provided
by the vertical stabilizer and is stabil
ity against yawing motion around the
vertical axis. The drawing to the right
shows positive, neutral, and negative
static stability.
We all know that the three primary

YAW

flight controls induce roll (ailerons),
pitch (elevators), and yaw (rudder). (See
above drawing.) The amount of travel
in degrees or inches from neutral is im
portant to proper control. When rigging
flight controls, always check that deflec
tion is in the proper direction. There
have been many fatalities because a
control was rigged backward. And don't
forget the trim system; don't rig it back
ward, either. Rigging is a science, but it
is not a total unknown. Understanding
simple principles will help in making a
good-flying airplane.
Now, with the briefest of background

information, let's do a quick discus
sion of assembly. All components must
be assembled with AN hardware. Bolts
must have an asterisk (*) or a cross (+)
on the head. Washers and nuts should
also be AN hardware. All old airplanes
used a castle nut (AN31O) because lock
nuts were not yet invented. For authen
tic restorations, use the castle nut. If
possible, the head of the bolt should
pOint up, forward, or outboard. There
will be places where this cannot occur,
but try to adhere to the above rule. Do
a pre-fit of the bolts to make sure they
are the correct length. Use a maximum
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OR CROSSSRACE WIRES

of three washers for fit, and always use ~
washer under the nut. Torque is also im
portant; don't overtorque. You will find
that most of the bolts are in "shear," so
overtightening will do no good. When
the nut is tightened on the bolt, it's al
ways a good idea to safety it immedi
ately. FAA AC43.13-1B, Table 7-1 shows
a typical torque chart.
Streamline flying/landing/roll and
brace wires should be carefully assem
bled. Count the number of turns of
clevis ends on each end of wire; they
should be the same number. Note: Al
ways place right-hand threads down
when installing streamline wires.
Once assembly is completed the air
craft should be leveled, both longitudi
nally (along the longitudinal axis) and
laterally (along the lateral axis). A few
manufacturers will give the leveling
means, but if that info is not available,
the forward upper longerons are a good
point to level (not all airplanes have up
per longerons that are level). You can
determine leveling locations before cov
ering the fuselage if there are no factory
data available. Level along the longeron
for longitudinal leveling and across the

longerons for lateral leveling. Make sure
the aircraft is stable when leveled.
I won't go into actual rigging details
in this issue but instead will fill you in
with a good discussion of why leveling
is important and how rigging affects
flight characteristics. Most of my res
toration work on biplanes involves sev
eral preassembly operations, at least one
with complete rigging. Figure 3 shows
my 1929 Command-Aire during 1987
before covering, but fully rigged.
Rigging Center Section: Lateral level
ing of the aircraft is important because
the centerline of the center section is
located directly above the longitudi
nal axis of the fuselage. Plumb bobs are
dropped over the front spar attach fit
tings and a measurement is made from
the string to a point on the fuselage side.
When the measurement is the same on
both sides, the center section is aligned
properly. Snug down the roll wires; you
can tighten the tension wires later.
Longitudinal leveling is important
to rigging stagger. Drop a plumb bob
over the upper wing leading edge so it
passes in front of the interplane strut
attach point on the lower wings. Mea

sure the distance to a point on the lower
wing leading edge, and use the center
section diagonal struts or wires to set
the stagger. The center section roll/stag
ger wires can be tensioned at this time.
I'll discuss proper wire tensioning later
in this column. The center section is
now rigged and no further adjustments
need be made.
Rigging Wings: To set the dihedral, use
a dihedral board, protractor, or measure
the length of the landing wires. When
the proper dihedral angle has been set,
shorten the dihedral wires by one-half
to one turn (when the flying wires are
tenSioned, the dihedral angle will come
into correct measurement in degrees be
cause the flying wires pull against the
landing wires). Some aircraft mechanics
stretch a string from wingtip to wingtip
above the front spar. Then they mea
sure down to the wing spar at the root
to set the dihedral.
Once this has been completed, begin
tenSioning wires. Note: Don't tighten
the landing wires, just tension the fly
ing wires. Roll wires can be tensioned by
turning each wire one-half turn tight; do
the same step to each wire and incremenVINTAGE AIRPLAN E
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Tensiometer Reading
tally work both sides of Tie Rod Nomenclature
the airplane. The rig
Size
Minimum
Nominal
Maximum
ging won't be affected,
I
Center section roll
1 ,100
1 ,250
1,400
5/ 16-24
but the tension will in
Anti-drag, cabane
no load requ ired
3/ 8-24
crease. Do not tension
the wires to maximum
1 ,200
1,450
2,100
Drag, cabane
5/ 1524
tension on one side of
Front flyi ng wire
750
5/16-24
850
950
the airplane, as it will
1,500
Rear landing wire
5/ 1624
1,850
2,200
strain the center section
1,500
Front
landing
wire
5/
16-24
1,700
2,000
and pull the center sec
tion out-of-rig.
Rear flying wi re
1,000
1 ,200
1,400
3/ 8-24
While tensioning
Lower fro nt tail brace wire 1,4-28
215
315
415
I
the flying wires, keep an
1,4-28
Lower
rear
tail
brace
wire
235
335
435
eye on stagger because
Upper fro nt tail brace wire 10-32
200
300
400
it might begin to in
crease slightly. Remem
Upper rear tail brace wire
1032
200
300
400
ber, once the flying and
Figure 4-Reprinted from Boeing Stearman rigging manual. For information only. Values shown
landing wires are ten
to
be used on Boeing Stearman aircraft only.
sioned, it is not possible
to reset the wing stag
ger without releasing some wire tension.
Rigging Empennage: Place a carpenter's
Tensioning of Streamline Wires: As I have
That's why it is so important to watch spirit level on the horizontal stabilizer; previously stated, all right-hand threads
stagger and dihedral while wires are be loosen and tighten the wires until both must be placed down. This is done so
ing tensioned. Just keep an eye on the sides of the stabilizer are level. Snug the that when wires must be loosened or
rigging angles you have just set. I use wires but don't tension them at this time. tightened, one looks at the lower end
a wire tensiometer for setting the ten Place a carpenter's spirit level against and that determines which direction
sion. Parallel flying wires should be set the vertical stabilizer and adjust the up to turn the wires. At the time of assem
to the same tension. It may be necessary per wires by loosening and tightening bly, align the holes of the clevis pins
to loosen one of the parallel wires and equally until the vertical stabilizer is ver with wires and install but do not bend
loosen or tighten one clevis end one tical. Now tighten all wires equally until the cotter pins. After the wires are ten
half turn to obtain the correct tension.
sioned it will be easier to properly bend
tensioning has been accomplished.
the cotter pins because the clevis pins
will not rotate. To avoid twisting, long
Tenns Associated With Rigging:
wires, such as landing and flying wires,
Chord- a straight line connecting the leading and trail ing edge of an airfoil.
must be turned at each end at the same
Angle of incidence-a fixed angle between the chord line and the longitudinal
time and in the same direction. I made
axis of the airplane.
a simple wrench for turning the wires
Wash-out-twisting the wing outboard trailing edge at the tip (upper, lower, or
using an 8-inch length of l-inch-diameter
both) up, thus taking out or reducing the angle of incidence.
alum inum bar stock with slots cut in
Wash-in-twisting the wing outboard trailing edge at the tip down , thus putting
each end. To avoid scratching the wires,
in additional angle of incidence [the wash-in / wash-out angles are compared
if you must use a steel tool such as an
to the angle of incidence at the root of the wing(s)].
adjustable wrench, cover the jaws with
Decalage-a comparison between the angle of incidence of the upper and
masking or duct tape. All streamline
lower wings of a biplane. Pos itive decalage indicates the upper wing has
wires pull against each other or against
more angle of incidence than the lower wing; negative decalage indicates the
a streamline strut. Roll wires should be
lower wing has more angle of incidence than the upper wing.
adjusted evenly; turn each wire one
Stagger-the measurement (in inches) that one wing of a biplane leads the
half turn and check the tension. Flying
other wing. Positive stagger is when the upper wing leads the lower wing, and
wires pull against landing wires. In this
negative stagger is when the lower wing leads the upper wing.
case, landing wires set the wing dihe
Gap-a measurement in inches between the chord lines of the upper and lower
dral, so don't tighten any landing wires.
wings of a biplane.
Instead, tighten the left and right flying
Dihedral-a measurement in degrees or inches where the wingtips are raised
wires one-half turn each and check the
above the horizontal plane.
tension. Keep doing this until you reach
Center of pressure-the po int on a wing chord line where all lift forces are
the correct tension.
concentrated .
Stagger wires pull against each other,
Leveling-to level the airplane along the longitudinal and lateral axes using a
so tension each wire one-half turn and
carpenter's spirit level.
check tension.
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X-PLAN VEHICLE PRICING

ENJOY THE PRIVILEGE
OF PARTNERSHIP
EAA Members considering the
purchase or lease of a new Ford
vehicle should be sure to take
advantage of the Ford Partner
Recognition Program. Your mem
bership benefits qualify you for
X-Plan pricing, which could save
you as much as $800 on a 2008
Ford Focus SES Coupe.·

With $800 in savings on a
new Ford Focus, you could
pay for:
• Aviation Insurance
• Annuallnspection
• or your EAA Membership!
• Basal .. CGIIIIIIIisaa III zta Ford Focus SES Coupe
$1&.m !ISlIP _
$15,235 I..... price. ~
MjeclII . . . -

The 2008 Ford Focus-Refined, Flexible, and Fun to Drive
The 2008 Ford Focus is bringing a bold new look, refined and flexible interior, and higher level of
driving enjoyment to the evolving small car market.With features including Ford SyncTM, standard
side-curtain air bags and fuel economy in the mid-30s, the redesigned Focus delivers superior
quality and the exciting driving dynamics that today's small car customers demand. Available as
asedan or new coupe body style, the new 2008 Ford Focus combines refinement with cutting-edge
innovations that are sure to make it stand out from the pack.

EXCLUSIVE PRICING, EXCEPTIONALLY SIMPLE!
Ford Motor Company, in association with EM, is proud to offer members the opportunity to save on the
purchase or lease of vehicles from Ford Motor Company's family of brands---Ford, Uncoln, Mercury, Mazda,
Volvo, Land Rover and Jaguar.

Get ~r personal identification number (PIN) and learn about the great value of Partner RecognitionlX-Pian pricing
from the EM website (www.eaa.org) by clicking on the EMlFord Program logo.You must be an EM Member for at least
one year to be eligible.This offer is available to residents of the United States and Canada.

Certain restrictions apply. Available at participating dealers. Please refer to
www.eaa.org or call 800-843-3612.
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Bob Lock uses a Pacific Scientific Company Type C-2 Tensiom
eter, presumably made for the military during WW-II, for use
in maintaining the primary trainers then in use, which used
streamline wires. You can find them occasionally on eBay.
How Much Tension?: I'm not aware of
streamline wire tension charts for the
older biplanes, except for the Boeing
Stearman Model 75, so I use the Stear
man data as a guide for wire tensions.
Figure 4 is duplicated from the Stear
man rigging manual and shows stream
line wire tensions. Use this with care
because the Stearman has a very stout
structure that will withstand these ten
sions. I used this chart when rigging
the Command-Aire, but the tensions
were less than the chart showed. And in
the case of the New Standards, it took
five adjustments of the two front flying
wires to finally get the tension correct.
You can tell if the wires are too loose,
because they will vibrate in flight. Once
I got the wires tensioned to where they
didn't vibrate in level flight; I measured
it and recorded the tensions. It hap
pened that 650 pounds was a good ten
sion for those front flying wires. The
second New Standard we restored was
rigged to my predetermined tension ,
and no further adj ustments needed to
be made. See Figure 5. As it happens,
the minimum tension for the front fly
ing wires for the Boeing Stearman is
750 pounds, and another one-half tum
would easily yield the same value on
the Standard. The front flying wire ten
sion is less than the rear is because the
rear flying wires pull against the land
ing wires while the front flying wires, if
overtightened, will pull the entire out
board upper wing cellule down, thus
changing both wash-out and stagger.
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Bob Lock and his Command-Aire during it's first restoration.
Completely assembling the airplane, including all bracing wires,
ensures that all the parts fit, and the wire are all the correct
length.

Figure 5 shows my wire tensiom
eter on the front flying wire of one of
the New Standards to set the tension
at 650 pounds.
Once the wires are properly ten
sioned, the streamlining operation can
take place. Place a straight edge across
the wires so it rests on the highest point
of the wire's profile curve (the thickest
section of the wire), and adjust the wire
until there is the same amount of clear
ance between the straight edge and the
forward and aft points of the wire. Do
this to all the wires. Then hold the wire
while tightening up the jam nuts. Once
the wires are tensioned, measure and
record the tensions in your notes. This
information may be useful if you need
to re-rig in the future.
Final Adjusbnents: Now it will be neces
sary to check wing wash-out. Wash-out
is the twisting of outboard section of
the wing trailing edge up, so the angle
of incidence is less at the tip than at the
root. You may adjust the diagonal or
rear interplane strut to create wash-out,
or on some aircraft you may have to set
the wash-out with the rear bay of fIy
ing/landing wires. I like to shoot for at
least 1 to 2 degrees of wash-out; make it
the same on both sides of the airplane.
You may have to adjust after a test flight
to correct for roll induced by the en
gine's torque factor.
Conclusion: Now let's look at what
we have accomplished. Placing the
center section's centerline directly
above the fuselage longitudinal axis

will center the weight distribution of
wings and struts equally on both sides
of the airplane. Stagger will assure
that the center of gravity is located
forward of the center of lift. Many of
the older airplanes were actually tail
heavy, which is not something we
want. We have also set the correct di
hedral angle, which is important to
lateral stability. And we have correctly
set wing stagger, which is important
to longitudinal stability.
Rigging is a crucial factor in produc
ing the best-handling antique airplane
possible. I always remember that one
can't make the airplane fly much better
than it did when it was originally man
ufactured. But one can easily make that
airplane fly much worse by not paying
attention to details while restoring or
repairing. Alignment of the flight sur
faces is extremely important. Care must
be taken in the early stages of restora
tion or repair. An understanding of rig
ging, stability, and control is essential to
having a nice-flying airplane.

The author is a recipient of the FAA's
Charlie Taylor Master Mechanic award
and a former airframe and powerplant me
chanic instructor. You can reach him via
e-mail at wald0997e@aol.com or visit the
website www.WaldoWrights.com.
Next, in Part 2 of this series: Rig
ging of control surfaces, tensioning,
safetying cables, and post-flight rig
ging adjustments.
......

Stan Sweikar
Dameron, MD

• Flight test engineer and owner/
operator of Chesapeake
Seaplanes, Inc.
• General aviation pilot since 1959
• Ratings: Commercial Pilot, Aircraft
Single Engine Land, Aircraft Single
Engine Sea, Certified Flight
Instructor, Instrument Rating
• Certified FAA and A&P mechanic

"AUA provides the vintage aircraft community with the best
possible service, tailored to individual needs of the vintage
aircraft owner."

- Stan and Sandi Sweikar

AUA is Vintage Aircraft Association approved. To become a member of VAA call 800·843·3612.

AUA's Exclusive fAA Vintage Aircraft Association Insurance Program
Lower liability and hull premiums - Medical payments included - Fleet discounts for multiple aircraft carrying all risk coverages
No component parts endorsements

A pristine Beech Sundowner

-----

by Keith Greene with Dana Heimos
n early 1997 I started looking for an upgrade in air
craft performance and a possible project to work
on. I had a Beechcraft Sundowner and thought I
should move up to a Sierra . I finally found one I
thought would work: a 1970 A24R located in Michigan.

I
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I answered the ad and started the information-gathering
stage. There were some missing logbooks and an admis
sion that the plane had been damaged in an off-airport
landing in 1993. To keep my interest going in the project,
I was able to get tons of information from previous own

ers and Lycoming.
The next step was to go to Michigan and look at the
plane. Memorial Day weekend worked fine, so off to
Michigan I went. The plane had a recent paint job when
the owner reassembled it in late '96. It also had a three
blade prop, and the interior had been redone . It had the
look of a good, solid plane that needed a little extra lov
ing. After a 30-minute flight I was considering an offer. I
took several pictures inside and out and started my jour
ney back to Arkansas. During the next week, after giving a
lot of thought to what I may have to spend to get the air
craft up to my standards, I made an offer based on deliv
ery to Fort Smith, Arkansas. There was a counteroffer, and
a deal was made for delivery in the first part of July. Two
days after the plane was delivered, the air maintenance
personnel started doing an annual inspection, and my
world went south in a hurry-concealed damage, faulty
repairs, illegal logbook entries, and a grounded aircraft by
the FAA. The next seven months were painful times, and
each week it seemed that the situation got worse.
With no help from the FAA and a lawsuit that barely
covered the legal expense, I decided to go forward and
get the plane back in an airworthy condition. The engine
went back to Lycoming, and Tac Air repaired the aircraft.
The plane was back in the air in February of 1998. In April
of that same year, the nose gear collapsed on a night land
ing in Clarksville, Arkansas. We came close to losing the
plane to the insurance company, but saved it by paying
extra for the repairs. An engine teardown after 36 hours
was a heartbreaker. By July of '98 it was back in the air
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again-this time for a good while. I put 300 hours on
the engine and managed to save enough to start the next
phase of paint, glass, and interior.
I started in the spring of 2004, and it took until Decem-
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ber that year to finish the work. All in all, a close to a sev
en-year project that produced a lot of pain and anguish,
which is fo rgotten every time I fly the plane.
Keith Green e, EAA 429541; Alma, Arkansas
........
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ENJOY THE PRIVILEGE
OF PARTNERSHIP
D8arEAA,
We just picked up my wife's new 2008
Escape limited and recently my new
2008 F-350 XLT Lariat Crew Cab 4x4.
The Ford Partner Recognition Program
is terrific. Being able to go on-line and
search the actual dealer inventory is
nice but being able to custom order
the exact vehicle and equipment and
still get the X-plan pricing is almost
as good as being aFord employee! We
really enjoy our new vehicles, and the
smiles we frequently get from other
drivers is just amazing.

The Ford Escape and Ford F-Series Super Duty. two of America's best selling vehicles, have
been redesigned for the 2008 model year. The 2008 Escape offers the capability and styling of a
traditional SUV with the benefits of crossover construction. The Ford F-Series Super Duty continues
to be the leader in its truck segment, offering best-in-class payload, gross vehicle weight ratings
(GVWR) and trailer tow ratings. Already leaders in the industry, these two vehicles add bold new
looks to newly enhanced capabilities, making them sure favorites with consumers looking to blend
style and performance.

EXCLUSIVE PRICING, EXCEPTIONALLY SIMPLE!
Ford Motor Company, in association with EAA, is proud to offer members the opportunity to save on the
purchase or lease of vehicles from Ford Motor Company's family of brands-Ford, lincoln, Mercury, Mazda,
Volvo, Land Rover and Jaguar.

Best regards,

Get your personal identification number (PIN) and learn about the great value of Partner Recognition/X·Plan
pricing from the EM website (www.eaa.org) by clicking on the EAAlFord Program logo. You must be an EM
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BY DOUG STEWART

Denial
1M

The day started off on the gloomy
side. With broken to overcast skies,
the day would be great for providing
training to my client on this, the third
day of one of my "East Coast IFR Ex
perience" trips, but the gloominess
didn't come from the skies (these were
the perfect kind of days for the ma
jority of the training I provide) . The
gloominess came from the fact that
my client had not come prepared for
the training.
With my client unprepared, I thus
found myself faced with the task of
teaching instrument basics while fil
ing and flying in the air traffic control
system, rather than providing tips and
coaching to help put a polish on his
instrument techniques. I was not look
ing forward to being in instrument
meteorological conditions (lMC) with
this client. It would require constant
attention, on my part, to ensure that
he maintained the proper headings
and altitudes, and remained some
where close to the course we would be
cleared to fly.
The filed route for this day would
have us departing Asheville, North
Carolina, and flying south across
South Carolina, Georgia, and into
Florida. By the time we reached Flor
ida, the skies were forecast to change
from the stable but overcast skies we
would encounter on departure, to the
typical afternoon convective activity
usually found in the summer south.
So my mood was gloomy as I con
ducted the preflight of the airplane
under gray, damp skies. As always,
I climbed up on my stool to "stick"
the tanks, ensuring that the line 
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man had indeed topped them off. I
wanted to be sure that we had suffi
cient fuel for any potential diversion
between Asheville and our first stop,
Waycross, Georgia. The forecasts were
definitely a good incentive for having
plenty of fuel. Little did I know that
my diversion would be for an entirely
different reason.
As we departed Asheville, we were
quickly in the soup, and all of my
attention went to ensuring that my
client was keeping the dirty side
down . I certainly didn't want soup
morphing to yogurt and creeping up
above my eyeballs. My client surely
wasn't a smoothie.
As we made our way south, the
smooth but solid IMC slowly started
to change to broken skies, with oc
casional light showers. At least the
smoothness of the ride allowed my
client to maintain a good attitude, not
only with the airplane, but person
ally as well. As my client slowly gained
confidence I started to relax, and I
started to assess all the other things
one needs to be aware of when flying,
particularly when in the clouds.
Practicing what I preach, I asked
myself the two most important ques
tions we must always be able to an
swer: "Where am I," and "What's
next?" Our groundspeed was pretty
much what we had planned, and a
little over a half hour into the flight
we were about even with Greensboro,
North Carolina. With a clearance of
direct to the Alma VOR, it would be
quite some time before we would
have to make a turn. It was also a little
premature to load and brief the ap

proach, what with the weather being
in a changeable state.
The next thing to do then was to
check all the engine instruments. As
I scanned the gauges, I was a bit sur
prised to see that the left fuel tank
gauge showed three quarters full.
"Hmm ... that's strange," I thought
to myself. We hadn't been flying long
enough to have burned off 7 1/2 gal
lons of fuel. "I'll have to keep an eye
on that," I thought, as I switched the
fuel selector to the right tank.
As we flew along, passing in and
out of broken stratus clouds and light
showers, I then checked the fuel total
izer, which corroborated the fact that
we were indeed consuming fuel faster
than normal. In fact, to my amaze
ment it said 34 gallons per hour. More
amazingly, you'll never believe what
my next thought was: "Darn ... that
thing is really getting out of calibra
tion ... there's just no way we could
be burning 34 gallons an hour .. . I'm
going to have to get that darn thing
looked at when I get back home," I
noted. "Well, we still have enough fuel
to make Waycross with sufficient fuel
in reserve to meet the regs, although
not within my personal minimums,"
I mused, even though I wasn't too
happy with the situation.
I really didn't want to divert at this
point in the flight. My client was hav
ing a hard enough time keeping up
with the things that were planned;
dealing with the unplanned would
probably put him over the edge. The
fact that the fuel totalizer had always
been slightly out of calibration also
affected my decision. These were my

thoughts as we flew over several viable
airports where we could have landed
and assessed the situation more thor
oughly. It's amazing how we can
rationalize our way around making
proper decisions, letting the pressures
of "sticking to the plan" fool us into a
sense of invulnerability.
There it was, staring me right in the
face, and I was unable to see it. Denial
had crept into the cockpit and was
now preventing me from being able to
properly assess what was happening
and make good decisions. My desire to
continue on the flight "as planned,"
not wanting to have to stop at an un
known airport, with the potential of
being stuck there with a client I was
less than pleased with, was keeping
me from making the right decisions.
So we flew on, with my head, as well
as the airplane, in the clouds. When I
noticed that the left fuel tank gauge
registered one-half, even though the
fuel selector was still on the right tank,
good reason finally prevailed. Way
cross was about 65 miles distant, but
something was very wrong. "It's not
the totalizer that's wrong, Stewart, it's
your thinking!" I realized.
Now suspecting a broken fuel line,
I pulled up the nearest airport's page
on my GPS and found that there was
an airport about 12 miles off the right
wing. "Oh, but wait . .. it doesn't have
any services, and we're going to need
fuel. What else is nearby?" my evil
twin stated. But I didn't listen. Calling
Jax Uacksonville) Center I requested
the nearest airport, and they immedi
ately turned me toward the McRae air
port, which was the one I had found
on the GPS. They also cleared me to
descend to 3,000 feet.
For pilots, there are three things
that are completely useless: runway
behind you; altitude above you; and
fuel in the truck. We already had one
strike against us regarding the fuel in
the truck. I wasn't about set to get a
second strike by descending, so I re
sponded to Jax that I would stay at our
current altitude until we were over
head the airport, or at least within
gliding distance to it.
With about 5 miles to go to the air
port, we broke out of the clouds and

showers we were in, and picked up the
airport visually. I had taken over the
controls as soon as we had started our
diversion, and I now informed my cli
ent that I wanted him to be prepared
to exit the airplane as quickly as he
could as soon as we landed and had
come to a stop . As we got overhead
the airport, I canceled the IFR clear
ance and started a spiraling descent.

110 arn . . .

that thing is
really getting out
of calibration ...
there 's just no way
we could be
burning 34 gallons
an hour ... "
I was planning on a high and tight
pattern, for I knew that if the engine

quit, once the gear was out, my Car
dinal would rival a grand piano in its
glide. Sure enough, as we turned final,
the engine quit. But since my thought
processes were finally working prop
erly, I didn't find myself with the third
strike (runway behind me) and now
called "out." We landed, came to a
quick stop, and hurriedly exited the
airplane. Luckily no fire started, even
though there was still a little bit of fuel
still dribbling out of the broken fuel
line, which we indeed did have.
I was very lucky that day, and save
for the "grace," I probably wouldn't
be writing this article. I had made
some horrendous mistakes that com
pounded themselves as I flew on.
I certainly allowed my aeronautical
decision-making to be influenced by
"hazardous attitudes" and operational
errors. My first mistake was to allow
"invulnerability" to have sway. I then
rationalized too many things : fuel
gauges, fuel totalizer, fuel remaining,
and distance to go. I allowed some

operational errors to get in the way:
we've got to complete the flight, I've
got a client on board, and I can't af
ford a diversion and possible strand
ing at a small unattended airport.
But perhaps the biggest mistake I
made that day was to allow denial to
have sway. It took me way too long
to accept the fact that I had a major
problem. Denial is not a river in Egypt.
It is a very real response, which un
fortunately affects many pilots at the
worst of times. Had I not been able
to overcome my denial that day, the
gloom that started the day would have
certainly turned into total obscurity.
I share the lesson learned that day so
that you might not be affected by the
gloom of denial, but instead be blessed
with blue skies and tail winds.

Doug Stewart is the 2004 National
CFI of the Year, a NAFI Master Instruc
tor, and a designated pilot examin er.
He operates DSFI Inc. (www.DSFlight.
com) based at the Columbia County
.......
Airport (lBl).

Flight Control Cables
Custom Manufactured!

Each cable is pre-stretched, proof
loaded and certified in accordance
with Mll.,-DTL-5688.
• Quick delivery
• Reasonable prices
• Certification to MIL-DTL-6117 or to
your specifications
• 1116" to 114" galvanized or
stainless steel cable
• Certified bulk cable and terminals
are available

""""'-McFarlane'
McFarlane Aviation Products
888.794.5280
696 East 1700 Road. Baldwin City. KS 66006
785.594.274 1 785.594.3922 Fax
sales@mcfarl aneav iation.com
Order Online at www.mcfarlaneaviation.com
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BY BUCK HILBERT

More on hand propping
There are still airplanes that don't
have electrical systems. As you are
well aware, 01' "Bucky" is the great
est proponent of the nonelectric ba
sic flying machines . They are pure
"seat of the pants" flying and just
pure pleasure. They promote head
out-of-the-cockpit awareness, in
this man's opinion. Eliminate all
thoughts and ideas of user charges,
air traffic controllers, and other non
essential factors that proliferate in
today's airspace.
Now that I've made my point,
before we can fly, we have to take
a few precautions. The first is, after
the preflight, we have to get the air
plane running. It's time to use the old
"Armstrong" starter.
All the words of caution about
grabbing that prop and the inherent
dangers of propping have been cov
ered time and again. The dire warn
ings and the classic FAA archive clip
of the runaway airplane are all good
and true. They are all there to give
warning to take adequate safety pre
cautions. Heed them and survive.
There are even FARs that cover the
subject. (What subject isn't covered?)
The FARs are there for your protec
tion, or so they're supposed to be,
but I defy anyone to go out and fly
his airplane and be 100 percent legal.
The FARs see to that!
In part, the FARs tell that propping
is legal, provided there is a qualified
34
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person at the controls.
Defining "qualified" can be sticky,
but one FAA agent iterated that you,
the one going to do the propping, are
the individual who assures the per
son at the controls is qualified.

Just as the
impulse clicked,
I heard my
daughter say,
"I'll help you, Daddy,"
and she shoved the
throttle forward.
Take that person to the cockpit .
Get him or her in the seat. Explain
the controls, show that person the
ignition switch, the throttle, the
primer, the tachometer, the oil pres
sure gauge, the brakes. While explain
ing the use and function of them,
have them actually do hands-on
operation to see how they work. Re
hearse verbally what commands you
intend to use and what they mean.
Most importantly, explain what to do
if things go wrong.
Don't approach the front (propel

ler end) of the airplane until you have
satisfied yourself, and the person in
the cockpit, that there is complete
understanding of the procedure and
what you are about to do.
Most important is the understand
ing of the voice commands to be
used. It should be emphasized that
the person in the cockpit should also
repeat, in a loud and understandable
voice, any command you give them.
The old "Contact" works, but
I find it more descriptive to use
"Switch ON" and "Switch OFF." You
have just explained the ignition
switch, so there is no doubt as to
what it's called.
The word "Throttle" should also
be used. Again, you just explained
how it was to be used; now address it
with the right words.
Brake use should also have been
explained, and the word "Brakes"
should be another key word.
When you are satisfied that each
of you understand one another, only
then should you approach the busi
ness end of your flying machine.
The biggest nut to crack in this
situation is when you are alone and
there just isn't a person to be consid
ered qualified. What then?
I asked this question of several
FAA agents over the years. Some just
shake their heads. Some say, "It can't
be done," and a few good heads will
tell you to tie the airplane down, get

the cockpit all set up, set the parking
brakes, if installed, and be very care
ful. Ouch! I just got jabbed by the in
surance man. Please rest assured that
you have taken every precaution pos
sible before you touch that propeller.
Even then, sometimes things can
go wrong. I have always tried to teach
my fellow pilots that if they are alone
and no one else is available, turn the
fuel selector to the off position when
hand propping. It doesn't help much,
but at least the engine will run out of
fuel before it decides to take off and
fly by itself.
Our older airplanes can sometimes
have a mechanical malfunction that
can be a surprise. Even with a quali
fied person at the controls, there
could be a misunderstanding because
the controls won't work.
Here's an example from a number of
years ago. Picture a resplendent Ryan
STA. The owner, once my student, was
really no longer a student, but an ac
complished pilot. He still cringes when
I remind him of this incident.
He was taking his niece for a
ride, her first in an open cockpit .
He had briefed her on the controls,
explained everything. He dotted all
the eyes and crossed the tees, and
then he propped it.
It started on the first blade and
immediately went to about three
quarter throttle, jumped the chocks,
and almost got him. As he grabbed
the wing, the Ryan began spinning
between the two lines of airplanes
on the tiedowns. He was shouting
at his niece to turn off the switch,
but she couldn't hear because of
the engine noise. This went on for
a couple of circuits and then the en
gine quit. He had done just what I'd
always taught him. The fuel selector
was in the OFF position and the en
gine ran out of fuel.
His niece got her ride, but not
before the throttle linkage push
pull rod, which had fractured right
where it came through the firewall,
was repaired.
Don't always trust the person in
the cockpit. This happened to me.
I had my daughter in the back
seat of the Champ. She was just old

enough to be a "Smarty" kid. About 5
years old at the time. I was at the gas
pump . All gassed up and now ready
to fly. There were people in the office,
but I didn't want to bother and began
to prop it myself with my daughter in
the back seat.
I might add here that this kid
had flown with me since she was a
bundle in the baggage pit. She knew
more about airplanes than she should
have. She was even able to handle the
controls and could do most of the ba
sic maneuvers, including straight and
level, turns, climbs, and even glides.
With the cockpit setup done, I'm
ready to armstrong it . I'm doing it
from the right rear with my left foot
chocking the right main wheel.
Just as the impulse clicked, I
heard my daughter say, "I'll help
you, Daddy," and she shoved the
throttle forward .
That A-65 took off and went to
about 1500 rpm , right now! My foot
is jammed in front of the wheel, and
I'm in front of the entry door. I am in

real trouble. If I pull my foot out from
in front of the wheel, the airplane
will run away. I cannot get under the
strut and past the door with the air
plane moving. All I can do is try to
hold the airplane from getting away.
(It was from this incident I learned to
turn the fuel off.)
Anyway, my problem multiplied as
my foot became even more jammed
under the wheel, and the airplane
began to turn toward me and the of
fice building. As time seemed to stand
still forever, the plane made about
a 90-degree turn before someone in
the office noticed my problem, came
running out, and was able to turn
off the switch. I will be forever grate
ful to that individual. He saved me,
my daughter, the airplane, the office
building, and my self-respect.
So again, "A Qualified Person at
the Controls" is the answer. Heed
and learn.
Over to you.
t(
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BY H.G . FRAUTSCHY

THIS MONTH'S MYSTERY PLANE COMES TO US FROM THE EAA ARCHIVES,
FROM WITHIN THE NEWLY ACQUIRED CEDRIC GALLOWAY COLLECTION.

Send your answer to EAA, Vintage Airplane, P.O. Box 3086, Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086. Your answer needs to
be in no later than January 15 for inclusion in the March 2008 issue of Vintage Airplane.
You can also send your response via e-mail. Send your answer to mysteryplane@eaa.org. Be sure to include your
name, city, and state in the body of your note, and put "(Month) Mystery Plane" in the subject line.

SEPTEMBER ' S MY STERY ANSWER
September's Mystery Plane
photo comes from a collec
tion of photos Ted Businger,
of Salem, Arkansas, shared
with us a number of years
ago. Once again, thanks, Ted!
Here's our first letter,
from Lynn Towns of Hoit,
Michigan.
The September Mystery Plane
is the Uppercu-Burnelli UB-20,
licensed as NR397N, serial no.
5 . The first {light was on June
5, 1930. No other examples of
this model were built. This air
36
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plane was designed by Vincent Burnelli, and it was the first omarine-Klemm airplanes were being built at the same time
airplane to use flat-surface (not corrugated) all-metal stressed
in the same factory. Eventually, Aeromarine-Klemm Corpo
skin construction. The airplane featured an airfoil-shaped ration ceased operations, and Uppercu-Burnelli Corporation
"lifting-body" fuselage, which contributed 50 percent ofthe lift purchased the assets.
at cruising speeds. This design was proven to have better per
As a side note, Vincent Burnelli, who designed a total of
formance per horsepower than conventional aircraft des igns, eight "lifting-body" aircraft, as well as other aircraft, also de
but the unconventional design with strut-braced high wings signed the first airplane ever designed for airline use... the 1919
never caught on with buyers. Other manufacturers were able Lawson C-2 that was built in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
to match the UB-20's performance advantages using low wings
(without struts), enclosed cockpits, and larger engines.
After WWII, the final version of Burnelli's airfoil
The UB-20 was a 20-passenger transport aircraft. It had shaped fuselage concept was built by the Canadian
fixed conventional gear, a twin-boom empennage, and a two
Car and Foundry Company in Montreal. The CBY-3
place side-by-side open cockpit. The open cockpit was near the Loadmaster never went into production and eventu
leading edge ofthe wings. The fuselage had a luxurious 12-foot ally was registered in the United States as N17N. Used
wide interior.
to fly freight and passengers with operators in Canada
and South and Central America, the CBY was retired to
Some specifications for the UB-20:
Wingspan: 91 feet
an airport in Baltimore, Maryland, and eventually was
Length: 52 feet
p laced on display at the New England Air Museum in
Fuel capacity: 900 gallons
Windsor Locks, Connecticut. The remains of the Bur
nelli, part of the museum's collection since 1964, was
Empty weight: 10,665 pounds
Gross weight: 17,500 pounds
spared when the museum was heavily damaged by a
Useful load: 6,835 pounds
tornado in 1979. It is outside of the museum buildings,
The two engines were said to be 750-hp Packard engines, unrestored and minus its engines.
which I think were probably de-rated Packard model 3A-2500
Other correct answers were received from Wesley R.
engines (ATC 19). The model 3A-2500 engine was a 60°-vee, Smith, Springfield, Illinois; Jack Erickson, State College,
Pennsylvania; Tom Lymburn, Princeton, Minnesota; and
12-cylinder liquid-cooled engine with 2,539 cubic inch dis
.......
placement, and it produced 800 hp at 2000 rpm. Each engine Al Aplin, Chuluota, Florida.
had a three-blade propeller. Two large radiators were located r.:==:::::;;;;;;:;:::;;::;;:;;;;::===============~-
between the engines in the leading edge of the fuselage.
The UB-20 appeared at the Cleveland National Air Races
in 1931, and it was one of the "prominent visiting air
"COLLECTOR SERIES"
planes" that was pictured in Aero Digest's review of the Na
tional Air Races.
In a publicity flight for the Sun Oil Company, the UB -20
New USA Production
carried a 1935 Ford V-8 convertible under the belly ofthe fuse
Show
off your pride and joy with a
lage, between the main gear legs, to approximately 5,000 feet
fresh
set
of Vintage Rubber. These
altitude over Floyd Bennett Field in New York. After reaching
newly minted tires are FAA-TSO' d
altitude, a mechanic descended into the car and started it as a
and speed rated to 120 MPH. Some
demonstration ofhow Sun Oil products performed at high altithings are better left the way they
were, and in the 40's and 50's, these tires were perfectly in
tudes and sub-zero temperatures.
tune to the exciting times in aviation.
The UB-20 never received a type certificate, and I do not
Not
only do these tires set your vintage plane apart from
know the fate of the airplane.
the
rest,
but also look exceptional on aU General Aviation
The Uppercu-Burnelli Corporation was located in Keyport,
aircraft. Deep 8/32nd tread depth offe rs above average
New Jersey, in the former Aeromarine Plane & Motor Com
tread life and UV treated rubber resists aging.
pany plant. Inglis Uppercu was the president ofthe Aeromarine
First impressions last a lifetime, so put these
Plane & Motor Company, which was a successor to the earlier
bring back the good times.. ...
Boland Aeroplane & Motor Company. Aeromarine Plane &
New General Aviation Sizes Availab le:
Motor Company built airplanes for the Army and Navy during
500 x 5, 600 x 6, 700 x 8
WWI, but it ceased operations in 1924.
Oesser has the largest stock and
The Aeromarine-Klemm Corporation was started in the
selection of Vintage and Warbird
same location in 1929 to build German-designed Aeroma
tires in the world. Contact us
rine-Klemm airplanes under license. Inglis Uppercu was also
the president of Aeromarine-Klemm Corporation, and Vin 
with
cent Burnelli was vice president in charge of engineering.
These two men later started the Uppercu-Burnelli Corpora
tion, and both corporations appear to have been run from the
same location. It appears that both the UB-20 and the Aer
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Someth i ng to buy , sell , or t r ade?
continued from inside front cover

monthly sign-off, "Join us and have
it alL" Let's all do everything we can
to continue to attract young people
into the fold.
Old man winter keeps threat
ening to unleash an onslaught of
cold, blowing, and icy conditions
throughout the Midwest, but to
date we have not experienced much
more than a few chilly mornings
with a fair amount of frost on the
pumpkin. I'm certain that this all
will change soon enough and those
days of shoveling out the hangar
door will be with us soon. I'm not
complaining, mind you-though
we have experienced a great fall
season, we now find ourselves here
in the Midwest getting busy with
preparing our aircraft for a safe win
ter flying season . This past spring
I found a pair of original Cessna
winter cowling plugs for my 120
on eBay. The seller knew these were
Cessna parts, but based on his list
ing, I don't believe he knew exactly
what aircraft they were for. So you
really had to know what you were
looking at when you looked at the
listing. It's time to paint these up
and add them to my winterization
checklist for the 120 this year.
Here ' s hoping you all have a
wonderful holiday season. Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year!
EAA AirVenture Oshkosh 2008,
the World's Greatest Aviation Cel
ebration, is July 28 through August
3,2008.
VAA is about participation: Be a
member! Be a volunteer! Be there!
Let's all pull in the same direc
tion for the good of aviation. Re
member, we are better together.
Join us and have it all.

Classified Word Ads: $5.50 per 10 words, 180 words maximum, with boldface
lead-in on first line.
Classified Display Ads: One column wide (2.167 inches) by 1, 2, or 3 inches high at
$20 per inch. Black and white only, and no frequency discounts.
Advertising Closing Dates: 10th of second month prior to desired issue date (Le.,
January 10 is the closing date for the March issue). VAA reserves the right to reject any
advertising in conflict with its policies. Rates cover one insertion per issue. Classified
ads are not accepted via phone. Payment must accom pany order. Word ads may be
sent via fax (920-426-4828) or e-mai l (classads@eaa.orttJ using credit card payment (all
cards accepted). Include name on card, complete address, type of card, card number,
and expiration date. Make checks payable to EAA. Address advertising correspondence
to EAA Publications Classified Ad Manager, P.O. Box 3086, Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086.

MISCELLANEOUS
Airplane T-Shirts
150 Different Airplanes Available
WE PROBABLY HAVE
YOUR AIRPLANE!

www.airplanetshirts.com
1-800-645- 7739

BABB ITT BEARING SERVICE - rod
bearings, main bearings, bushings, master
rods, valves, piston rings. Call us Toll Free
1-800-233-6934, e-mail ramremfg@aol.
com Website www.ramengine.com
VINTAGE ENGINE MACHINE WORKS,
N. 604 FREYA ST., SPOKANE, WA 99202

SERVICES
Flying w ires available. 1994 pricing.
Visit www.f/yingwires.com or call
800-517-9278.
Aircraft Construct ion and Restoration,
Russ Lassetter, Cleveland, GA. 706
348-7514

Always Flying Aircraft Restoration, LLC
A&P I.A.: Annual, 100 hr. inspections.
Wayne Forshey 740-472-1 481
Ohio - statewide.

2008 MAJOR

FLy-INS

For details on fAA Chapter fly·ins and other local aviation events, visit www.eaa.org,/events

U.S. Sport Aviation Expo

Rocky Mountain EAA Regional Fly-In

Sebring Regional Airport (SEF), Sebring, FL

Front Range Airport (FTG), Watkins, CO

January 17-20, 2008

June 27-29, 2008

www.Sport-Aviation-Expo.com

www.RMRFI.org

Sun 'n Fun Fly-In

Arlington Northwest EAA Fly-In

Lakeland Linder Regional Airport (LAL),

Arlington Municipal Airport (AWO),

Lakeland, FL

Arlington , WA

April 8-13, 2008

July 9-13, 2008

www.Sun-N-Fun.org

www.NWEM.org

Golden West EAA Regional Fly-In

EAA AirVenture Oshkosh

Yuba County Airport (MYV), Marysville, CA

Wittman Regional Airport (OSH),

June 6-8, 2008

Oshkosh, WI

www.GoldenWestFlyln.org

July 28-August 3, 2008

www.AirVenture.org

Virginia EAA Regional Fly-In
Suffolk Executive Airport (SFQ), Suffolk, VA

EAA Southwest Regional-The Texas Fly-In

June 14-15, 2008

Hondo Municipal Airport (HDO), Hondo, TX

www. VAEM .org

October 10-11, 2008

www.SWRFI.org
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john S. Copeland

Gene Morris

IA Deacon Street

5936 Steve Court
Roanoke, TX 76262
817-49 1-9110
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Northborough, MA 01532
508-393-4775
copeland l @juno.com

Phil Coulson
28415 Springbrook Dr.
Lawton, MI 49065
269-624-6490
rCQulson5 16@Cs.com

Dean Richardson
1429 Kings Lynn Rd
Stoughton, WI 53589
608-877-8485
dar@aprilaire.com

Dale A. Gustafson

S.H. "Wes" Schmid

7724 Shady Hi lls Dr.
Indianapolis, IN 46278
317-293-4430

2359 Lefeber Avenue

dale{aye@msn. com
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GRCHA@CJJarter.net

Ronald C. Fritz
15401 Sparta Ave.
Kent City, MI 49330
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rFritz@patJtwaynet.com

E.E. "Buck" Hilbert
8102 Leech Rd.
Union, IL 60180
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Services Directory

ENJOY THE MANY BENE FITS OF EAA AND
EAA's VINTAGE AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION

~

EAA Aviation Center, PO Box 3086, Oshkosh WI 54903-3086
Phone (920) 426-4800

Fax (920) 426-4873

Web Si tes: www.vintageaircra{t_arg, www_airventure.arg, www.eaa_arglmemberbenefits
E-Mail: vintageaircra{t@eaa.arg
EAA and Division Mem bership Services
Flying Start Program . ...... .... . 920-426-6847
800-843-3612 ..... . ...... .FAX 920-426-6761
Library Services/Research ....... . 920-426-4848
(8:00 AM-7:00 PM
Medical Questions .............. 920-426-6112
Monday-Friday CST)
Technical Counselors ........ ... 920-426-6864
· New/renew memberships: EAA, Divisions
Young Eagles .................. 877-806-8902
(Vintage Aircraft AssOCiation, lAC, Warbirds),
National AS50ciation of Flight Instructors
Benefits
(NAFI)
AUA Vintage Insurance Plan ..... 800-727-3823
•Address changes
EAA Aircraft Insurance Plan ..... 866-647-4322
•Merchandise sales
Term Life and Accidental .. . . .. .. 800-241-6103
· Gift memberships
Death Insurance (Harvey Watt & Company)
EAA Platinum VISA Card .. 800-853-5576 ext. 8884
Program s and Activities
EAA Aircraft Financing Plan .... 866-808-6040
EAA AirVenture Fax-On-Demand Directory
EAA Enterprise Rent-A-Car Program
............................. 732-885-6711
...... . .... . ....... . . ..... 877-GA1-ERAC
Auto Fuel STCs ................ 920-426-4843
Editorial. ....... .. ............ 920-426-4825
Build/restore information ........ 920-426-4821
VAA Office ................ FAX 920-426-6865
Chapters: locating/organizing.... 920-426-4876
Education... . ................. 888-322-3229
• EAA Air Academy
EAA Aviation Fou ndation
• EAA Scholarships
Artifact Donations ..... . " .. . .. 920-426-4877
Flight Advisors information ...... 920-426-6864
Financial Support ........ , . . .. 800-236-1025
Flight Instructor information ..... 920-426-6801

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
EAA
Membership in the Experimental Aircraft
Associa tion, Inc. is $40 fo r one year, incl ud
ing 12 issues of SPORT AVIA TION . Family
mem bership is an additional $10 annually.
Jun ior Member5hip (under 19 years of age)
is available at $23 annually. All major credit
cards accepted for membership. (A dd $16 for
Foreign Pastage_)

EAA SPORT PILOT
Cu rren t EAA mem b ers may add EAA
SPORT PILOT m agaZine for an additional
$20 per year.
EAA M e mb ers h ip and EAA SPOR T
PILOT magazine is ava il ab le for $40 per
year (SPORT AVIATION magaZin e not in
cluded) . (Add $16 for Foreign Postage,)

VINTAGE AIRCRAFf ASSOCIATION
C u rren t EAA mem b ers may join the
Vi ntage Aircraft Assoc ia ti on and receive
VINTA GE AIRPLANE m agazine for an ad
ditional $36 per year.
EAA Membership, VI N TAGE AIRPLANE
magazine and one year membership in the EAA
Vintage Aircraft Association is available for $46
per year (SPORT AVIATION magaZine not in
cluded), (A dd $7 for Foreign Postage,)

lAC

C u rrent EAA membe rs may join the
International Aerobatic Club, Inc. Divi
sion and receive SPOR T AEROBATICS
magazine for an additional $45 per year.
EAA Membership, SPORT AEROBAT
I CS magaZine and one year membership
in the lAC Division is available for $55
per year (S POR T AVI ATIO N magaZine
not included). (A dd $1 8 f o r Fore ign
Postage,)

WARBIRDS
Current EAA members may join the EAA
Warb irds of America Division and receive
WA RBIRDS magazine for an additional $45
per year.
EAA Membership, WA RBIRDS maga
zine and one year membership in the
Warbirds Division is available for $55 per
year (SPORT AVIATION magaZine not in
cluded). (Add $7 for Foreign Postage,)

FOREIGN MEMBERSHIPS
Please submit your remittance with a
check or draft drawn on a United States
bank payable in United States dollars. Add
requ ired Foreign Postage amount for each
membership.

Membership dues to EM and its divisions are not tax deductible as charitable contributions
Gopyright e2007 by the EM Vintage Aircraft Association, All rights reserved.
VINTAGE AIRPlANE (USPS 062-750; ISSN 0091-6943) is published and owned exclusively by the EM Vintage Aircraft Association of the Experimental Aircraft Association and is published monthly at EM Avia
tion Cent..., 3000 Poberezny Rd., PO Box 3086, Oshkosh, WlSCO!lSin 54903-3086, e-mail: vintageaircraf1@eaa.org. Membership to Vintage Aircraft Association, which includes 12 issues of Vintage Airplane magazine,
is $36 per year fO( EM members and $46 fO( non-EM members. Periodicals Postage paid at Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901 and at additional mailing offICeS. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Vintage Airplane,
PO Box 3086, Oshkosh, Wi 54903-3086. PM 40032445 Retum undeliverable Ganadian addresses to World Distribution Services, Station A, PO Box 54, Windsor, ON N9A 6J5, e-mail: cpcreturns@wdsmail.com. FOR
EIGN AND !>PO ADDRESSES - Please allow at least two months fO( deiiv9l)' of VINTAGE AIRPlANE to fO(eign and !>PO addresses via surface mail. ADVERTISING - Vinlage Aircraft Association does not guarantee
0( endorse aIrf product off...ed through the advertising. We invite constructive criticism and welcome any report of inferk>r merchandise obtained through our advertising so that corrective measures can be taken.
EDITORIAL POUCY: Members are encouraged to submtt stories and photographs. Policy opinions expressed in articles are solely those of the authors. Responsibility fO( accuracy in reporting rests entirely with
the contributo(. No remuneration is made. Material should be sent to: Edtto(, VINTAGE AIRPlANE, PO Box 3086, Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086. Phone 920-426-4800.
EM® and EM SPORT AViAllON®, the EM Logo® and Aeronautica T. are regist...ed trademarKs, trademar1<s, and 5efVice mar1<s of the Experimental Aircraft Association, Inc. The use of these trademar1<s and
service marKs without the permission of the Experimental Aircraft Association, Inc. is strictly prohibited.
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Ladies Cotton Short Sleeve V-Neck Shirt
ith Crystal Studded "Vintage" Wording

$46.95*
Black SM-XL
Aqua SM-XL
Pink SM-XL

$49.95*

V08386
V08388
V08390

2XL
2XL
2XL

V08387
V08389
V08391

3/4 Length Sleeve, Scoop Neck Ladies Shirt
with Crystal "Vintage" Wording

$49.95*
Pink SM-XL
White SM-XL
Black SM-XL
Lime SM-XL

$26.95*
Ladies Nantucket Cotton Pullover
with Vintage Logo
Coral

Sizes SM-XL
V08232
Lt.Blue
Lavendar V08231

$53.95*

V08384
V08380
V08378
V08382

2XL
2XL
2XL
2XL

V08385
V08381
V08379
V08383

/~

~

V08233

Men's Jacket

$59.99*

Microfiber enables this jacket to withstand
all weather conditions without damage or
loss of function. Lightweight and water
repellent with elegant silver wings and tone
on-tone embroidered VAA logo of distinction.
Blue
Sun
Green
S V07400
S V0741 0
S V07405
M V07401
M V07411
M V07406
L V07402
L V07412
L V07407
XL V07403
XL V07413
XL V07408
2XL V07404
2XL V07414
2XL V07409

Ladies Canvas Tote
This large bag is great for a multitude of tasks.
Khaki and Brown V01186

$43.99*

Chicks Fly Cap
Who can resist the yellow chick dressed in scarf
and goggles? Pink or Blue V08111

Ladies Jacket

$54.99*

Tone-on-tone embroidered logo looks distinctive on this
luxuriously soft jacket. Double storm flap zipper front,
high collar, elastic wrists and roomy hidden front pock
ets that zip shut are only some of the great features.
Stone
Blue
Mango
S V11168
S V07424
S V07419
M V11169
M V07425
M V07420
l
V11171
l
V07426
l
V07421
Xl V11172
Xl V07427
Xl V07422
2Xl V07433
2Xl V07428
2Xl V07423

Mens Golfshirt
The classic golf shirt that works
well in anyone's wardrobe. Get
these that sport the Vintage logo.
Navy/Natural
SM-Xl V08541
$32.95*
$34.95*
2Xl
V08542
Putty/Black
SM-Xl V08539
$32.95*
2Xl
V08540
$34.95*

Order Online: www.vintageaircrah.org
Telephone Orders: 800-843-3612 From US and Canada
(All Others Call 920-426-5912)

Or send to: EAA Mail Orders
P.O. Box 3086, Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
Limited supplies available.
Major credit cards accepted. WI residents add 5% sales tax.
'Shipping and handling NOT included.

~------------------------~

Floating Globe with Silver Base
Great conversation piece
which will entertain you
and friends. looks
spectacular in the office.
V08140
$99.95*

